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Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
We have been schall-fired busy here at
the News office for this entire fall that I
have temporarily had to curtail two of my
pet hobbies, which pains me no end. When-
ever Harvey Caldwell calls and wants to get
up a bridge game, I have had to usually re-
fuse, and our poor rabbit patch out at Pea
Ridge in Graves County has had no tidying
up since back when the green leaves were
still on the trees.
A lot of you ask how the Courier is do-
ing over at Hickman, to which I can only say
"great". Jo, Angela & company have done
(and are doing) a lot of hustling to make the
Courier a worthwhile weekly paper, and the
response to their efforts has been very grati-
fying, both from advertisers and readers.
This week they published what surely must
be the "heaviest" Courier in many a day: 16
full-size pages and a 16-page supplement as
their regular edition, and to top that, circu-
lated a like-size Hickman Shopper" to all of
that area.
Our own publications here have been
seeing the fruit of the many years of hard
labor that have been put into them: The
Fulton "Shopper" is doing a great job and is
well patronized by all of those firms that
seek its wide coverage and its intensive
readership . . . and "The News" . . . this little
but well-read weekly paper that was the
springboard for all else . . . is still rolling
along on all four cylinders.
You have to like it, of course, but if you
do . . . publications work is intensely inter-
esting, and not nearly as frustrating as Jo
would sometimes have you believe in her
column. We deal entirely with people, and
causes and effects, and why things do or do
not happen interspersed with all of the regu-
lar reporting of the activities of the day.
The great challenge . .. and the job that
gains the most satisfaction from either of us,
is in accomplishing something for the com-
munities we serve. No other feeling equals
that of sitting down with the big, fat paper
7evrisasw just taken to the postoffice and
leafing through its well-printed pages of
pictures, feature stories and advertisements,
knowing that you have worked very hard
but have produced a quality job that is a
credit to the community, and to yourself as a
newspaperman.
In recent weeks, especially, there have
been many satisfactions, and our pape7 next
week, judging by advance rumblings, may
be the grand-daddy of them all.
So I guess that's why I don't get around
much anymore during off-houis. There
aren't many off hours.
(Continued on Page ti)
Jottings from - - .
Jo's
Notebook
In a detailed analysis of the 1970 financ-
ial statement of the International Banana
Festival Paul and I have attempted to point
out, for the study of twin cities residents, the
financial condition of the Festival, as pm
sented to the Top Banana Club last Friday
night.
It is not intended to cast aspersions on
aty individual or group. And certainly it is
not done without the complete approval of
hard-working and dedicated Dub Burnette,
who was last year's president, and one of the
charter organizers of the Banana Festival,
and perhaps its most ardent supporter. It
was Dub's idea to share with you the Festi-
val's problem
This is not the first time the Banana
Festival has showed a deficit. As a mattgr of
fact it is the smallest deficit ever incurred
during the Festival's_eight-year history.
Paul and I are emphatic in the conten-
tion that the Banana Festival must continue.
We are willing, even eager to give of our
time and efforts to see that the deficit is paid
off. We are equally willing to begin a series
of local promotions to pay off the deficit and
to have some cash in the bank to start next
year's event.
We have offered to co-sign a note, if
money is borrowed to pay off the deficit, just
as we signed a similar note several years ago
to pay off a deficit, much larger than this
year's.
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
WETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
The News ha• won awards for
tiaccilente every year it has bee.
subMitted in Judging) conte•ta.
Vol. 38 Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky
Wednesday, November 25.
At Fulton Bank's Anniversary
Tuesdey's 25th Anniversary "Open House" At Fulton Bank brought forth a profusion of 
flow-
ers, a flood of visitors and cordial greetings on all s;des. Of the 21 full-time Bank empl
oyees,
Miss Marjorie Holder (left) holds tap seniority with 22 Tears and
Linde Wade is the "junior" employee with three months, period.
two months, while Mrs.
"Thanks for the candy" le indicated by the expression on the face of 
young Kalifs Maness of
Fulton, wire visited the bank with his mother, Mrs. Freddie Maness.
Open House means balloons, too, as young Gregory McNeill trys out a balloon 
but his young
sister 'even* tficks't quite know what to do with hers. Both visited the bank wit
h their mother,
Betty McNeill of Fulton.
TWO SECTIONS
FOURTEEN PAGES
10c
t sins tibTs"
l DePt- tactaitrati Nu
mber 97
Banana Festival Report
Reveals 1970 Finances
(By Paul and Jo Wesipheling)
The Eighth Annual Interna-
tional Banana Festival, held here
from September 8 through 12 was
the longest, the least attended and
the costliest, according to a financ-
ial report submitted to the mem-
bers of the Top Banana Club at a
meeting last Friday night at
Holiday Inn.
At the same time, the report
revealed, there were more activi-
ties staged and less participation
from a standpoint of attendance,
than any of the Festivals held in
the eight-year history of the un-
usual local Festival, that has
brought national and internation-
al fame and recognition to the
Twin Cities.
In a frank and "no holds bar-
red" discussion about the future of
the Festival, the impact on the
community and the appeal of the
program to Twin City residents,
two members of the organization
were emphatic in their appraisal
of the Festival as a program for a
"select few," to the repeated state-
ments that "the common man is
completely ignored in the Festi-
val's planning." These statements
Were denied by several persons in-
volved in the Festival since its in-
ception in 1963.
In an analysis of the Festi-
val's finances, comparing the fig-
ures revealed in the organization's
budget published in this news-
paper on August 13, 1970, and the
report submitted to the Top Ba-
nana Club, the comparison reveals
that:
—The organization overspent
its budget by $13,120.21. The bud-
get called for expenditures of ap-
proximately $32,575.00. Expenses,
which may be subject to some up-
ward revision, totaled $45,695.21.
—The Joffrey Ballet, which
cost perhaps three times more
than any other single event in the
Festival's history, lost $475.50,
performed before approximately
340 paid customers, at a total out-
lay of cash to the Kentucky Arts
Commission and the Banana Fes-
tival of approximately $7,729.50
According to Mrs. Evelyn Dixon,
Festival secretary, who prepared
the financial document, this does
not include the cost of installing
special lighting and sound equip-
ment or a special stage, which, ac-
cording to the report added an-
other $1,000 to $1,250 to the over-
all cost of bringing the Joffrey
Ballet to Fulton, making a total of
nearly $9,000.00 to present the
ballet.
—The Festival owes approxi-
mately $10,000 in unpaid bills for
the 1970 event, with accounts re-
ceivable of about $4,800, with "all
but about $100 of them good,'
Festival President, W. P. "Dub"
Burnette, told the members at-
tending the meeting.
The report, pessimistic as it
was, did not dampen the enthus-
iasm of the majority of the mem-
bers of the Top Banana Club mem-
(Continued on page 2)
Williamson
Rated No. 2
In Kentucky
Brady Williamson, chosen by
the Fulton Jaycees as the
county's Outstanding Young
Farmer of 1970, placed second
in competition for the title of
Kentucky's Outstanding Young
Farmer.
Randall Baskette, a dairy
farmer from Gamaliel in
Monroe County, was chosen the
state winner Saturday, Novem-
ber 21, by the Kentucky Jay-
cees. Third place went to C. V
Weddle, Jr., of Somerset.
The top three finishers re-
ceived commemorative plaques
at the Jaycees' fall board meet-
ing in Louisville. Gordon
Thomas, national Jaycee pres-
ident, was present to congrat-
ulate them.
Williamson was named one
of Kentucky's top six out-
standing young farmers Satur-
day, November 14. He was no-
tified the following Tuesday
night that he had been chosen
for the finals.
The Outstanding Young
Farmer award is presented for
farming achievements and ser-
vice to the community. Baskette
will compete for the 17th an-
nual nationwide award March
7-10 in Madison, Wisconsin.
Shop Our Advertisers
Shop Early - Mail Early
BANANAS' EVERYWHERE. *VW in the table decorations When
the TOP BANANA club held its meeting last week at the Holi-
day Inn. Shown admiring the centerpiece Is Mrs. W. P. Burn-
ett*, Mrs. C. D. Jones, W. P. Burnette, Festival President end
Mrs. Evelyn Dixon. (Mora photos on inside pages.)
Merchants Bureau Votes New
Opening,liosing Hours Here
A called meeting of the Re_ until 8:00 p.m. on Frida
y nights
tail Merchants Bureau Board and close at 530 on
 Saturday
nights.
The following hours were
adopted by a mail poll of local
merchants earlier this year:
Starting December 18 stores
will stay open EVERY night
until 8:00 p.m. for Christmas
shopping; will close on Christ-
mas Eve at 6:00 p.m.: will
close on Christmas Day, OPEN
December 26th, and be closed
New Year's Day.
of Directors, with all directors
(8) in attendance, was held No-
vember 17th. The following mo-
tions were passed:
Retail stores will stay open
on Friday and Saturday nights
until 8:00 p.m. starting Novem-
ber 27th and continuing until
sifter Christmas.
Starting January 8, 1971
retail stores will stay open
Some Facts And Figures On The National Rail Passenger Corporation
What is the 1970 "Bail Pas-
senger Service Bill," recently
signed by President Nixon,
authorizing the Department of
Transportation to grant loans of
up to $200 million to railroads
that will be operating passenger
trains under contract with the
National Railroad Passenger
Corporation?
As a matter of fact, what is
he National Railroad Passen-
ger Corporation?
Secretary of Transportation
John Volpe has said that "Rail
passenger service in the United
States is declining so severe-
ly In amount and quality that it
may soon disappear completely
unless some action is taken
now."
The Fulton News has been
provided with a fact sheet on
these matters by the Rederai
Railroad Administration of the
Department of Transportation,
Washington.
It will be of some interest
to note that the effects of the
impending action are already
being felt in Fulton, isasmuch
as the new bill put a morator-
ium on passenger train dis-
continuances, obliging the
Illinois Central to maintain the
Panama Limited until such time
as the requested discontinuance
will come under the consider-
ation of the new Corporation,
probably next year.
Following is the background
about the new bill furnished by
the DOT:
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RAIL
PASSENGER SERVICE PRO-
GRAM
The Problem:
Rail Passenger service has
quantitatively and qualitatively
deteriorated to the point where
it now cannot be considered a
generally viable mode of in-
tercity travel.
The extent of service decline
is illustrated by the fact that
the nation was served in 1929
by more than 20,000 intercity
passenger trains and now is
served by less than 500 inter-
city trains.
The public has overwhelm-
ingly chosen the private auto-
mobile and to a lesser extent
commercial air carriers as
preferred modes of intercity
travel.
These public preferences
have received substantial Fed-
eral financial support in the
form of aid to highway con-
struction and ongoing programs
of modernizing airports and
airways, whereas rail pas-
senger service has received lit-
tle Federal financial assis-
tance.
The nation's rail carriers
in 1969 incurred a loss of over
$800 million in the operation of
passenger service. They have
neither the incentive nor finan-
cial capacity to improve pas-
senger service.
The need:
The successful rail pas-
senger service offered by the
Metroliner operating between
New York and Washington has
demonstrated that given fast,
clean, safe, comfortable and
convenient service, a signif-
icant segment of the public
will choose rail travel as a
preferrable mode of intercity
travel.
A viable intercity rail pas-
senger service will relieve
highway and airway congestion.
Train propulsion systems
pollute significantly less than
those of alternate modes.
Modern, efficient intercity
railroad passenger service is
a necessary part of a balanced
transportation system.
Public convenience and
necessity require the continu-
ance and improvement of rail
passenger service to provide
fast and comfortable transpor-
tation between urban areas and
other areas of the nation.
The Program
The Act instructs the Sec-
retary of Transportation to
designate a Basic National Rail Foreign Commerce Committee,
Transportation System specify- Secretary of Transportation
ing those points between which John A. Vonoe said, "Rail pas-
intercity passenger trains will senger service in the United
be operated. States is declining so severely
The National Railroad Pas- in amount and quality that it
senger Corporation is created may soon disappear completely
to operate by contract enthrall- unless action is taken now.
roads the "basic system" be- ". .if the Government
ginning May 1, 1971. is going to do anything to Teet.
The Corporation will be this problem, it would be •
capitalized by the Payments Of serious mistake to do nothing
participating railroads which more than prop up the present
are expected to aggregate $200 system with public subsidy. We
million and is assisted by a must take abolder approach and
combination of Federal grants create a new structure. With
and loan guarantees of up to sufficient capitalization, a new,
$175 million. quasi - public corporation,
whose only purpose is to main-
SUMMARY OF 1970 RAIL PAS- tam n and improve rail passenger
SENGER SERVICE BILL service over a more econ-
omically sensible system, lass
A BOLD APPROACH TO 114— good chance of becoming a sound
PROVE RAIL PASSENGER and successful enterprise."
SERVICE:
In testifying June 2, 1970 PURPOSE•
before the Subcommittee on modern
Transportation and Aeronautics
of the House Interstate and 
(Continued on Page 8)
efficient railroad
SMUDGED PRI
ME mum court NEWS _ PAUL end JOHANNA U. WESTP14111.101
Wednesday, Nov. 25 1970 Odigers and Publisher*
"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, 1 should not hestitate to prefer
the latter." 
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
Banana Festival Report - - -
(Continued from page 1)
bers present at the meeting.
While the topmost consider-
ation was to make arrangements
to pay off the indebtedness, equal
emphasis was placed on the im-
portance of continuing the Festi-
val.
While some viewed the inter-
national aspects of the program as
too costly, and perhaps an exer-
cise in futility, stronger views
were presented as to the tremend-
ous exposure the Twin Cities have
received in diplomatic, govern-
mental and civic circles.
Mrs. Ward Bushart, chairman
of the Banana Festival City's Ur-
ban Renewal project, gave full
credit to the Banana Festival for
the procurement of the urban re-
newal program here.
"The Banana Festival City
Urban Renewal project was act-
ually named by a high-ranking of-
ficial in the Housing and Urban
Development agency," she said.
"The unique nature of our com-
munity event captured the imagi-
nation of the people in HUD and
accounted for our application be-
ing put on top of many others that
had been waiting for a long time
in HUD headquarters in Atlanta,"
she added.
In analyzing the report and
the financial returns from several
of the major programs, it is evi-
dent that the board of directors of
the Banana Festival were ill-ad-
vised as to the selection of pro-
grams for this year's event.
It is also evident that the ac-
counting system and the general
routine operation of the Festival's
headquarters leaves something to
be desired. Mis-inforrnatiOn. or
tardy information, to various pro-,
gram chairmen created chaos and
inefficiency in the implementation
of many of the programs, some
committees have pointed out.
The News herewith makes
some observations on a few of the
major items in the report present-
ed to the Top Banana Club mem-
bers.
The Soffrey Ballft
The Kentucky Arts Commis-
sion, a tax-supported agency,
spent $6,235 to bring the Ballet
here. The local Festival officials
were told that the ballet had ap-
peared to standing room audiences
in other cities and could bring in
an estimated $6,000 from gate re-
cepts.
Advance sales totaled $114;
tickets at the gate totaled $195,
and the balance of the paid admis-
sions ($710 worth) accrued from
ore-sold patron's tickets.
The Souvenir Program
While the Joffrey Ballet may
have been a financial disaster to
the Festival treasury, the souvenir
program was a travesty on the
medium of advertising.
Advertising sold primarily to
local merchants totaled $4,545.
Five thousand copies of the book-
lets were printed by a Louisville
firm at a cost of approximately
$2,737.00 (nearly $900 over the
amount bid by the firm and high-
er than the lowest bid submitted
by local printers.)
But the travesty occurs when
the report revealed that only a
few more than 400 copies of the
A inithiner of the Kentucky Press Assecistien
Second - class postage paid at Futten, Ky. 42041
Successor of varieue weekly papers In Futten
* . the first of which was founded In IMO.
Published every Thursday.tef The Tear at if/f
Commercial Awl. Pullen, K9: 4204I
Voted me of Kentucky', "Beet All Around"
Neatly Papaws.
Addron III mail (subscriPtlens, thanes if 40.
fres& Perms 3171) to Pen Office Box 3P
'Pullen, Kentucky 42141
Subscription Rates: PM per year In Puttees,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Men ern
Weakley C.euntlea, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United Patin $4.1111 par year.
Kentucky Subseribers most add 5% Sales Tax.
booklet were sold. The report
shows $209.96 for booklet sales.
Local printers were told that
the book would be printed for ap-
proximately $1,900, "camera-
ready," a term used in off-set
printing. When a local printer
asked if this figure included type-
setting, the printer was told re-
peatedly by Mrs. Dixon that the
figure did, or on another occasion,
that the Kentucky Arts Commis-
sion would pick up the cost of the
type-setting.
The report showed additional
amounts added to the $1,900 bid
included among other things, $385
for type-setting.
The booklet netted 416 -
52.18
The Beauty Pageant
For the past seven years the
beauty pageant. has been the big
money maker of the Festival. Cut
down to only one night this year,
the budget estimated a revenue of
$3,000, with expenditures of
$1,750, a profit of $1,250.
The actual receipts from the
pageant, including $710 from pa-
tron's subscriptions, were $1,810.-
03. Advance sales totaled $340,
gate receipts $233 and entry fees
$527.03. The entry fees of $25 per
contestant totaled almost as much
as the random ticket sales.
Country Western Show
It is evident, according to the
report, that Festival-goers are at-
tracted to the popular Country and
Western Shows. The Sonny James
Show, with Barbara Mandrell,
sold $2856.00 in advance and "at
the gate" purchases of tickets. An-
other $707 was added to this total
by the sale of patron'S tickets,
tnalcing a total of $3563.00 in re-
ceipts for this event.
Even with this apparent in-
terest, the show cleared., only
$441.75. James' fee was $2500.00;
Mandrell's $600 and miscellaneous
expenses $21.25, making a net pro-
. fit of $441.75.
Rentals
Under this item in the report
there were two items of expenses
totaling $4997.24. One is for rent-
als, namely, tent $1559.25; chairs
$433.00; tables $250.00; piano
$150.00 and toilets $245.50, total-
ing $2638.45. The other for $2358.-
79 includes labor, staging ma-
terial, sound equipment and elec-
tricity. An item for $993.75 for
electrical supplies, included com-
plete wiring of a new building for
exhibits at Kitty League Park.
The costs for constructing the new
building are reflected nowhere in
the report.
Random Comments on tho Report
— Eight of the revenue-pro-
ducing programs showed a profit.
They are: Antique Show, $136.97;
Battle of Band, $633.00; Carnival,
(percentage of receipts) $784.79;
Concessions (fees) $136.16; Coun-
try and Western, $441-75; Music
Fiesta $519.94; Teen dances, $153.-
03; Cabanas $306.00.
— Total receipts from pro-
grams totaled $28,473.40, with ex-
penses to stage them costing $40,-
861.32, at a gross loss of $12,397.-
92. When the cost of operating the
Festival office on a year-round
basis/is added to this loss, the
1970 event lost a total of $17,221.-
81, according to the report.
— Contributions to the Festi-
val totaled $11,000.00 from: City
of Fulton $500.00; Individual con-
tributions $200.00; Common-
wealth of Kentucky $4000; Stand-
ard Fruit $2000.00 and Top Ba-
nana Club memberships $4300.00,
making a net loss for operations of
$6221.81. An additional $1017.00
has been committed by the Ken-
tucky Regional Advertising Fund,
reducing the loss to $5221.81. The
contribution from Standard Fruit
and the State of Kentucky are
made solely because of the inter-
national relations aspect of the
program.
DON'T YOU BE WHAT YOU AIN'T
1Written as a song)
De Sunflower ain't de daisy,
And de melon ain't de rose.
Why is dey all so crazy
To be sumpin' else dat grows?
Jes' stick to the place you's planted, and do de
bes' you knows,
Be de sunflower or de daisy,
Be de melon or de rose.
De song thrush ain't de robin.
And de catbird ain't de jay.
Why is dey all a throbbin to out do each
others lay?
Jes' sing de song God gave you, and let your
heart be gay.
Be de song thrush or de robin,
Be de catbird or de jay.
Edwin Milton Royle
Letters To Editor
Letter to the editor
Care 8 East Chestnut Street,
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Dear Sir:
The cyclone and tidal wave
that hit coastal and island areas
of East Pakistan last Friday
have taken the lives of still
uncounted thousands of survi-
vors, homeless and destitute,
cling to what is left of life.
The dimensions of this dis-
aster are as yet incalculable,
but it is certain that massive
relief efforts must immediately
be forthcoming. CARPs staff
in East Pakistan, where we have
had operations for ten years,
already is at work, and their
efforts are being backed by the
mobilization of CARE relief re-
sources in surrounding coun-
tries.
I earnestly solicit yourcoop-
eration in making known to your
readers the need for funds to
finance the major efforts that
must be made if the shivering,
homeless and destitute survi-
vors of this tragedy are to be
fed, warmed and housed. Reg-
ular donors to CARE are quick
to respond to emergency dis-
aster appeals. In recent months
they provided the funds needed
for two other tragedies- the
FULTON'S
ILENrary Cormiew
BY LUCY DANIEL
Teacher: "Tommy, name five
things that contain milk."
Tommy: "Butter an' cheese,
ic•cream an' two cows!"
COSTUMES TO MAKE, by
Peggy Parish. Costume making
can be fun. Do you need to
dress as Alice in Wonderland
or an Indian boy, make a
mouse outfit, or create some-
thing new and unusual for Hal-
loween? This clearly written
book shows you just bow to do
it, quickly and painlessly.
UP ON THE RIM, by Dale
Eunson. When Dale Eunson
was a small boy his family
filed a claim on a high, dry
plateau northwest of Billings,
Montana. It was up on the rim,
high above the gumbo flats to
the west and the badlands to
the east. Montana was the last
American frontier, a vast prai-
rie of primitive beauty, of rag-
ing blizruds and choking
droughts and rattling hail-
storms, where weather in Its
crippling vagaries was the only
villian, where the doctor lived
twenty miles and four hours
away, and where in order to
survive, the homesteader bad
nothing to depend upon but his
God, his guts and his far-flung
neighbors.
THE PENNYSAVER COOK-
BOOK, by Inez Morris. No mat-
ter what your income, you un-
doubtedly feel that your food
budget is too high in these days
of inflationary prices, when the
rest of beef seems hitched to
the cow that jumped over the
moon. Here are solidly based
principles about shopping and
meal planning—always founded
on good nutrition — based on
four basic food groups.
GRAVE JOURNEY, by Mark
Hebden. The journey into the
tangled and danger-ridden jun-
gles of Peru began as a search
for a remote grave and a rum-
ored treasure. There were four
in the party that made its way
slowly up the turbulent river to
the abandoned town. Four
strangers with different ZOO.
tives: Moray Tail, a young ad-
vertising executive with a legiti-
mate claim to the tremors:
Melanie Ganon, an attractive
photographer who agreed to
come along to record the trip.
hoping to forget a love affair:
James Ross. an opportunist:
and Quimbo, the sinister Indian
guide they had hired. But what
started as adventure turns into
a nightmare.
• • ..m•••••••
THE EMBROIDERED SUN-
SET, by Joan Aiken. Who died
at High Beck Cottage ... The
included in a scene from the
film for which he received the
Oscar. Each year there is a
lively and entertaining chapter,
all about the winners, and sonic
who came close.
IN A FIT OF LAUGHTER,
by Veronica Geng. With total
immodesty, the publisher feels
compelled to state that this is
a book full of wildly funny stor-
two old ladies had Eyed then 
les. sketches, plays, poems and
dialogues. The originators oftogether for so long that even this wit and hilarity includetheir best friends found it dif- such comic operators as MikeLeta to tell them apart. One Nichols and Elaine May, Melthing was certain, however. one Brooks, Carl Reiner and a mad.of them was dead—murdered. cap dozen more.The other one was gone—van-
enormous earthquake in Peru
and the plight of hordes of
civilians made, destitute as a
consequence of armed conflict
in Jordan.
But, the magnitude of the
East Pakistan disaster is so
great that we feel that many
Americans who are not yet part
of the CARE donor "family"
will be moved to respond to
our appeal for funds. By so
doing, they will provide direct
assistance to sorely afflicted
members of the human family.
They will prove anew that man
cares deeply about his own.
Contributions may be sent to
Pakistan Emergency Fund,
CARE, Inc., 8 East Chestnut
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43315.
Sincerely,
Judith A. Johnson
CARE Field Director
Musings From The
Philosopher
Recent new notices indicate
that there are now fewer than
a hundred one-roomed schools
in the state. When the last one
in western Kentucky, Decker,
In Grayson County, was in its
last months of service, three
years ago, I had the good for-
tune to spend an afternoon in
the school, interviewing on tape
the teacher and the eighteen
pupils. At that time there were
still considerably more than 300
one-roomed schools, largely in
the mountain counties, though
even then many mountain coun-
ties, had not had a one-roomed
school in years. If any of you
want to know about the one-
roomed school as it is now and
much as it used to be, you
had better arrange to find out
where one is and take your
tape- recorder and your
camera, preferably a moving-
picture camera, to record an
ancient and valuable passing
institution.
ished. To unravel the mystery, STORIES OF THE STATES, During the late fall of 1969
a young girl COVOOS to Etightliti by Frank Xavier Ross. America I reviewed the more than 300
from America to locate the is abroad land, stretching from commencement addresses I
missing old lady, who may be ,the Atlantic tothe Pacific. More have given since I first became
her aupt. What begins as an in. than any other nation on earth, a commencement sneaker, away:
nightmare, 
atr .p goon turns Into she can take pride in the wealth back in the year of 1919.
sweeping contrasts of her go
-Of the first 100 schools where.of her natural resources, the
spoke not more than 15 are
THE ACADEMY AWARDS, ography, and the rich variety' 
I 
Paul Michael. A pictorial of her people. This book offers 
still in existence, for the small
by 
history of Hollywood's brightest ar, concise descriptions of 
high school, like the small el-
stars and finest films. They 
allall 
 
our states and territories, 
ementary school, is now almost
a past institution. In fact very
Mall high scoosht tieggstendis-
BrEtRuegeUEI GtheEL,,,Tideher
ar'is unafivePlesealr 149.ar 
while tzgolistuihave one thing in common-.
they are winners of the most
important of all film awards—
the "Oscar"—given each year
by the Academy of Motion Pic-
ture Arts and Sciences—as the
symbol of movie excellence.
One of the outstanding features
of the Academy Awards is that
every actor, actress, support-
ing actor, supporting actress is
in scope am. appeal; it is also
of great historical importance
because it opened new horizons
for Flemish and North Eur-
opean painting. Bruegel's
teeming, vivacious panoramas
of life in sixteenth-century
Flanders may make the spec-
tator laugh,
TWENTY YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 17, 1950
James K. James of Fulton and Nolan Shep-
ard of Water Valley, both students at Murray
State College have been accepted for inclusion in
"Who's Who Among Students in American Uni-
versities and Colleges" for the 1950-51 school
year.
Eighteen men from Fulton, Hickman and
Carlisle counties were sent Wednesday morning
by the local Draft Board at Clinton to Owensboro
for their pre-induction examinations. They are-
O'Neal Pate, Hickman; Alvin Eugene Johnson,
Cayce; Roy Prechard Etheridge, Water Valley;
L. G. Morris, Hickman; Ola Crum, Hickman;
James Neal Naylor, Jr., Hickman; John Floyd
Thorpe. Clinton; Shelton Redd Dowdy, Clinton;
James Robert Hendrix of Berkley, Julian Gayle
Scott, Bardwell; Franklin Everette Allen, Bard-
well, Otis Presley Templeton. Milburn; Robert
Elmo Sams, BardwelI; and DeRoy Bradley of
Hickman, a transfer.
Fire caused by a bolt of lightning during an
electrical storm at 2:00 a. m. Thursday morning
completely gutted the front part of the Berry
Brothers' Garage in Union City, with an estt-
mated damage of $50,000.
Sunday, November 19, the members of the
South Fulton Baptist Church will observe the
fourth anniversary of the founding of their
church with an alr day service.
Rev. L. R. Still and his interesting family
have arrived in Fulton to assume his duties as
pastor of the First Christian Church. The family
will move into the newly decorated First Christ-
ian parsonage on F,ddings Street.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 13,1895
Sebra Evans, director of the Fulton Band,
announces a band concert and an old fiddler's
contest at the Orpheum theatre next Tuesday
evening.
In winning first prize in a contest sponsored
locally by Kentucky Utilities, Ulric W. Jones,
stated, among other things, the following answers
as to "how many ways electricity can be used in
the home" Ironing, washing, cleaning the rugs,
churning, sewing and curling the beautiful locks
of the housewife.
Mrs. J. E. Warren, district governor of the
Ky. Federation of Woman's clubs, presided over
the anual meeting, held Tuesday in Fulton at the
First Christian Church.
Mrs. Alva Price Wall is now in charge of the
Southern Hotel (fortnerly the Meadows), sue-
ceding Mrs. Etinice Robinson. Meals are being
discontinued, the nevrinansger states.
I have a black mule, dark brown nose, 6
years old, 18 hands high, which jumped into my
pasture October 11. Please call. Signed, .H. L.
Cheatham, 605 East State Line.
75 YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 1895
You can buy a good single barrel muzzle
loading shotgun for $2.50, or a good double bar-
rel muzzle loading shotgun for $6.50 from W. S.
Ellison's Store in Hickman.
The concert for the benefit of the school 11-
brary will be given at Rural Academy, near Jor-
dan, Friday night. The public is invited.
The new Hickman Roller Mill is turning out
the finest flour ever put on the Hickman market.
See and test it for yourself.
In the regular examination of pupils, the
Rural Academy for the first quarter of the pres-
ent session, the following made the highest grades
in their respective classes: Grade 1, Owen Bon-
durant; Grade 2, Lucile Shuck; Grade 3, Richard
Morton; Grade 4, Pinkie Shuck; Grade 5, John
Cruce; High School, Clara McConnell.----W. H.
Norton, principal.
Rev. T. C. Mahan, of Fulton, has been called
to the pastorate of the Baptist Church of Hick-
man, to replace Rev. William D. Nowlin, who re-
signed.
:* good mani" el-
ementary schools in existence.
Imagine addressing a grad-
uating class of one person!
I did that on two occasions,
once for a boy and once for a
girl. Fortunately, the school
put on as big and as good a
program for the one as it could
or would have set up for a
big class. It was my 87th co-
mmencement address, and a
good many years after 1919,
before I addressed a class of
25 high-school students. To get
the whole Idea of county high
schools started, it was nec-
essary to begin wherever people
showed enough interest to es-
tablish a school. Some larger
counties had as many as four-
teen such schools, most of them
small. But transportation had
not developed, and getting to and
from school was largely to be
accomplished by walking. Then,
as roads got better and cars
more and more numerous,
transportation as an idea grew.
The small high school had done
well in creating a desire to
get a secondary education; many
a community where I spoke in
my earlier days did not have,
among the parents of the grad-
uates, a single high school grad-
uate, a good many parents con-
fessed to me that they had
barely learned how to read and
write but that they determined
to give their children all the
education avallable.Many of my
best memories are of the pride
that neighborhoods had in their
small but effective schools. And
in some of these very small
places were often located some
of the best-trained, most effec-
tive teachers. One such small
high school, with three teachers
and not too many pupils, had
three honor graduates of my
own college, in widely-varying
fields. The few students who
attended that small school had
some of the best training that
I knew of at that time. Another
small high school, nearlyevery
graduate of which went to
college, had a period of eleven
years in a row when not a
single freshman from that
school failed in my department;
the one and only English teacher
had herself been an honor stu-
dent, of a long line of teachers,
and she certainly made a name
for herself and for her students.
The small high school is not
merely on the way out; it is
virtually extinct. When you de-
cide to visit on of the remaining
one-roomed schools, try tolled
a very small high school that
Is still running and take afar.-
well look at it. We live in time.
of great changes, and none of
them seem more noticeable than
in education. It has thrilled me
as a teacher of teachers for
my whole college-teaching ex-
perience to have been a part
of this development of a eat-
clowned' of the need of ed-
ucation beyond the Three R's,
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'SI INTEREST
Top Banana Meeting Artists Open
Permanent
Show Place
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, one of the charter organizers of the In-
ternational Banana Festival (left) tells a story of the first trip
to New Orleans to see Standard Fruit Conipany. Listening are:
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Dr. Glynn Bushart, Max McDade and Mrs.
Glynn Bushart.
As though indicating that "bananas are delicious" Hal Warren
(renter) tells about his favorite fruit to (left to right) Mrs. Hal
Warren, Charles Reams and Mrs. C. D. Jones, who with her
husband, organized last Friday's Top Banana Club meeting.
In various contemplation as to Immediate plans to start next
year's Banana Festival are Maxwell McDade, (left) and C. D.
Jones. The meeting was held last Friday night at the Holiday
COFFEE CUP CHATTER
Poultry Is an excellent source
of high quality protein with the
amino acids essential to growth
and health. Poultry contains
fewer calories than an average
serving of meat. Poultry pro-
vides many other essential nu-
trients including iron, thiamin,
riboflavid and niacin. -- Pa-
tricia E. Curtsinger, Court-
house, Benton, Ky. 42025
Phone: 527-6601
The biggest question in the
fashion world seems to be:
"Do you really think the MINI
is dead and the MIDI is taking
over?" Opinions vary as many
attempt to answer this question.
Fashion designers and people
directly involved with fashion
are pushing the longer look.
Many predict, however, that
the most popular length will be
two inches below the knee. Most
retailers are currently adding
the MIDI to their stocks as a
new length. They are, however,
hoping that adding the new length
will increase their sales. In
Kentucky, a variety of hemlines
will be kept, with each Indi-
vidual choosing the one most
becoming to her particular fig-
ure type. -- Catherine C.
Thompson, Courthouse. Hick-
man, Ky. 236-2351
Don't try to save money by
placing a less expensive carpet
on the stairs. Stairways usually
receive the most traffic. More
serviceable carpet praced on tne
stairs in a corresponding color
often pays big dividends later,
as an entire room may have
to be recarpeted In order to
repair the stairs. -- Mrs. Mil-
dred W. Potts, La Center, Ky.
42056 Phone: 665-5671
The Kentucky Guild of Ar-
tists and Craftsmen will open
a permanent Guild Gallery Nov.
28 in Lexington's Chevy Chase,
featuring handmade Kentucky
crafts.
Richard Bellando, Berea, ex-
ecutive director of the guild,
says the gallery will offer shop-
pers the largest and most com-
plete collection of handmade
crafts from the Bluegrass State.
Located at 811 Euclid Avenue,
the gallery will resemble the
guild's Christmas Shop which
was located in downtown Lex-
ington last year.
Shopping hours will be from
9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday
through Saturday.
Proceeds from the shop will
be divided in part among guild
members and used for tech-
nical assistance and educational
purposes.
The Kentucky Guild of Ar-
tists and Craftsmen, a volunteer
organization, has approximat-
ely 420 members.
Activities of the group include
the annual Arts and Crafts Fair
at Berea each spring and a
technical assistance program
for the craftsmen.
Workshops are held on a
periodic basis to increase tech-
nical production. A standards
committee sets quality require-
ments for the craftsmen's work.
The guild does not steceive
any state or federal aid.
Local Poster
Contest Is
Announced
Mrs. James R. Green, presi-
dent of the Fulton-South Ful-
ton Art Guild, which is sponsor-
ed by the Fulton Woman's
Club, has announced that the
Guild will again sponsors show-
ing of Christmas posters by the
children of Fulton and South
Fulton Elementary Schools.
glaell.,11Pitde mm..1 through
I „Mkt , Svmrded led,
orhitost and „AWN, rtiabonn. All..
posters must be at the Fulton
Library by December 4 and they
will be displayed there through-
out December.
If you want to make sure
your shears and scissors cut
sharp and clean, never use them
for anything but cutting fabrics.
Cutting paper or cardboard, or
anipping florist wire, will ruin
them as first class sewing tools.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, 209 Ma-
ple St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone: 753-1452
One US Farm worker su-
pplied food and fiber for 45
persons in 1969 in contrast to
the 23 consumers he supplied
in the 1957-59 period.
When the American consumer
spent $1. on food at the gro-
cery store in 1969, she bought
41 cents worth of products and
59 cents worth of marketing
and service.
Robertson
Wins $100
Scholarship
Rickey Robertson, son of
Mrs. James Robertson, and a
senior at Fulton High School,
has been chosen as the recipient
of a $100.00 scholarship, pre-
sented annually by the 1940-41-
42, graduating classee. The
scholarship was presented by
Billy Milner.
Rickey, who ranks 14th in his
class with a standing of 1.96
was a member of the varsity
football team, lettered in bas-
ketball last year, and was a
member of the Fulton High
Band for two years.
He was also selected as "Mr.
Fulton High School" by the stu-
dent body this fall.
Four Students
In Spotlight
At UT Martin
Four South Fulton students
are in the spotlight at the Un-
iversity of Tennessee at Mar-
tin, where each one has vis-
ibly shown his various talents.
Diane Foster, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Foster of 205
Vancil in South Fulton, has been
elected vice-presedent of the
Sigma Alpha Iota, accord* to
H.B. Smith, UTM dean of stu-
dents. Diane is a senior ma-
joring in secondary education.
Chrt'S McKinney, daughter of
James McKinney of Route three,
South Fulton, has been elected
vice-president of Chi Omega
sorority, president of Student
National Education Association
and is a dormitory counselor
of McCord Hall. Chris is a
senior majoring in education.
Tom Dame, son of N.L. Dame
of 205 Covington in South Ful-
ton, has been elected president
of Alpha Phi Omega. Tom is
a sophomore majoring in bus-
iness administration.
Charles Pennington, son of
Mr. and Mrs, CF. Pennington
of Route 2, South Fulton, has
been elected treasurer of Austin
Peay residence hall. Charles
is a senior majoring in educa-
tion.
Mrs. Robert E. Burcham M
Virginia James, Robert Burcham
Exchange Vows Nov. Twentieth
Mrs. Nancy James of Hickman, Ky. and Billy
Joe James of Union City, Tenn., -announce the
marriage of their youngest daughter. Virginia
Lee to Robert E. Burcham III, son of Mrs. Vadis
Burcham of Union City, Tenn. and Robert E. Bur-
cham, Jr. of Hickman.
The double-ring ceremony was performed
November 12, 1970 by Rev. M. C. Galloway at
700,,Vm.' at, the United Methodist Church, in
Murrayi.Ky.
Mrs. Burcham graduated with honors from
Fulton County High School in June and is now
a freshman at Murray State University. She is an
Alpha Omicron Pi pledge.
Mr. Burcham graduated from Fulton County
High in 1967 and attended the University of Ken-
tucky. He is now a student at Murray State Uni-
versity.
The couple will make their home in Murray
where he will continue his education.
Capsule Teenager Portrait:
Don't Follow The OLD Crowd
Teenagers are subject to
much pressure in today's so-
ciety. This is the generation
that must accept and try to
solve the problems existing in
the world. These teenagers do
not want to meet the problems
crated by previous generations
therefore, today's teenagers do
not tend to follow the crowd.
With all of the major con-
flicts between countries and
general unrest in the United
States, it is no wonder that to-
day's youth does not want to
become involved. Many teen-
agers believe that these prob-
lems were creatd by the "old-
er generation" and that they
will inherit the burden. Be-
cause they want no part of it,
these teenagers break away
and protest aaginst the so-call-
ed "establishment."
Some of these dissenters are
extremists, that is, they tend to
object to everything. They are
totally nonconforming to pres-
ent ideas and beliefs. Such ex-
tremeists exhibit their protests
through demonstrations, march-
es, arlit even riots. Major ob-
jection% they have are to the
draft, to the war in Vietnam,
and to water and air pollution.
Many of those teenagers who
do not want to follow the crowd
actually leave their homes
CONGRATULATIONS
Three South Fulton football
players have been named to
the 1970 All-Reelfoot Confer-
ence team. They are-Paul
Phelps, Rodney Cummings,
and Major Martin. All three
were outstanding players on
the Red Devils team this past
year.
HELLO WORLD?
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thur-
man, Fulton, announce the birth
of a daughter Wednesday morn-
ing at Hillview Hospital.
and families so they can live as
they please. These "hippie co-
lonies" are excellent examples
of the youth revolution sweep-
ing the country.
Since teenagers want to show
their complete break with the
older generation, they do not
"follow the crowd." This new
freedom for the youth is still
in its early stages so no one
really knows what effect—good
or bad—it will have on future
society.
Dinner-Theater Is Exciting
At Kentucky Dam Village
By Terry Loyd
Spicial Writer
Kentucky's newest dinner-
theater, at Kentucky Dam Vil-
lage, opened Friday the thirte-
enth and all indications are that
it was good luck for the park
and the production staff.
Produced by Frank Gonzales,
the first play, .Come Blow
Your Horn," was an unqual-
ified success.
The first-night audience
packed the 140-seat theater-in-
the-round, and in this re-
porter's estimate, „thoroughly
enjoyed the buffet dinner and
play.
Mrs. C. A. Robertson, of
Paducah. said, "The play was
Joyce Lee New
Member Of DST
Joyce Lee of Fulton is one
of the fifteen new members of
Delta Sigma Theta social sor-
ority at Murray State Univer-
sity.
The daughter of Percy Lee
of 209 Anderson, she is a senior
majoring in sociology.
The only Black sorority on
the MSU campus, the chapter
was established last May. The
purpose of the national sorority
is one of public service and
schelitatic achievement.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
November 19: Tommy Smith,
Becky Puckett, Chas. Whitnel,
Jr.; November 20: Mrs. J.T.
Brundige, Mignon McKendree;
November 21: Harry CreaSon;
November 22: Andy Batts; No-
vember 23: Mrs. Smith Adkins,
Howard West, Jones Gamblin,
Peggy Smith, Norman Terry,
Winnie Voegeli;
November 24: Harold Hen-
derson, Jr.; November 25: Mrs.
Floyd Bowen; November 26:
c.p,. Jones, Patricia Ann
••kirsiughtiOicolember 27: Jeff Bar-
*.'
great—not amateurish at all.
I thought it was tops."
Dr. Raymond Roof, ,;of Pa-
ducah, added, "Everything was
perfectly wonderful. It was the
best evening of this sort I've
ever spent."
Robert Cummings, of Owens-
boro. stated, "I really enjoyed
it. The service was good, the
food great, and the play even
better."
This was not the first time
Gonzales had worked with his
actors. Most starred in his pre-
vious production. "Ranieses."
which ran for several months at
Kenlake State Park last
summer.
The plays, which are changed
weekly, are directed by Terry
Two Hickman
Band Members
At Festival
Beverly Cardwell and Joe
Greer, both Fulton County High
School band students, will be
among 300 high school and
junior high students attending
the 23rd annual Quad-State Band
Festival at Murray State Uni-
versity December .7.
Miss Cardwell plays trumpet
in junior band under director
Dale Miller. His wife, Ladonna
Miller, directs Greer, also a
trumpet player, in senior. band.
Each band director nominated
eight band members to partici-
pate in the festival. Miss Card-
will and Greer were chosen for
their ability to play trumpet.
The 300 students form bands
and play during the festival, and
will attend a concert by the Mur-
ray band.
Miss Cardwell-is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cardwell
of Cayce. Greer is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Greer
of Hickman.
LEAVES FOR ARMY
Danny Pewitt left Fulton No-
vember 17 for Memphis for in-
duction in the United States
Army. .Danny is a Fulton High
graduate 'and hail been 'Attend;
ciagritmary State Thilisakik
Chandler, a Kentucky native
from Henderson. He served as
stage manager for "Ramee•S"
and is currently working 011 a
degree in theater from mum),
State University.
According to chandler, the
cast members have banded into
a Repertory Company and will
perform all roles in upcoming
productions at the park theater.
"We are fortunate," said
Chandler, • • in obtaining talented
professionals for our weekly
productions."
Carl Bleiweiss, the third
member of the production crew,
designed and operates the light-
ing system, which is notice-
ably superior for a 140-seat
theater.
However, the production staff
is not without problems. By
changing its play weekly, one
play is in production while two
more are being rehearsed by
the casts; but under the system
set up by Gonzales, Chandler
and Bleiweiss, no real con-
flicts have arisen and none are
expected.
Ray Trammell, superinten-
dent of Kentucky Dam Village,
has been overwhelmed by the
park's success with the play.
Park figures show advance
reservations have been doubled
over last year and the park
has received many inquiries
about upcoming productions.
The plays are performed each
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
night at 8:30 p.m. with a buf-
fet dinner served at 7 p.m.
Other plays scheduled by the
Village Dinner-Theater group -
are, "Star Spangled Girl," Nov.
27, 28 and 29; "A Thousand
Clowns," Dec. 4, 5 and 6; "Lion •
in Winter," Dec. 11, 12, 13,
18, 19 and 20.
Reservations are $5.50 per '
person and should be made early
by writing Kentucky Dam Vil-
lage State Resort Park, Gil-
bertsville, Kentucky, 42044; or
calling (502) 362-4271.
NEW PRESIDENT
Mrs. Joyce Pruitt was recent-
ly elected president of the Ful-
ton Jaycettes. Mrs. Pruitt is the
WO of Tommy Fruit. maiiager
W the TiNtf-Cltiati Cable". V.
Her Royal Highness Queen Carol Cardwell his a worm smile for her royal melees following
her selection as Miss Fulton County High School last Friday night. She is shown here (center)
surrounded by her equally gracious and happy attendants Princess Lucy Bondurant (left) sec-
ond runner-up and Debbie Sowell, (right) first runner-up.
Dear Ann Landers: A friend
of mine returned from a three-
week vacation. She looked won-
derfully well rested — in fact,
downright youthful. I jokingly
asked if she had her face lifted.
Her answer stunned me. "Yes,"
she replied, "I had my face
lifted and that's not all. I had
VERYTHING lifted."
I had never heard of the sur-
gery she described and would
like to know if you've ever
heard of it and if ills safe. It
seems she had her breasts
raised, the inside flabby part
of her upper arms "tightened
up surgically" and the fat por-
tions of her thights slit and
"narrowed down." The four
operations, including the face--
lilt, were done within a week.
The stitches were removed af-
ter five days.
The woman looks thinner and
younger and she's thrilled with
the results. She wasn't exactly
fat but she did sag where most
women sag when they hit mid-
dle age I must admit the
4014i
— Your Problems
doesn't look a day over 45. Her
actual age is 56. I am dying to
hear what you have to say. Is
this type of surgery dangerous?
Is it expensive? Can anyone go
wrong? How long will the re-
sults last? Would you reoom-
mend it?—Toying With An Idea
Dear Toy: Your last ques-
tions first. I am in no position
to recommend surgery of any
kind since I am not a physic-
ian. Can anything go wrong?
Yes. No surgical procedure is
100 per cent safe. The removal
of a sliver can result in compli-
cations. Is it expensive? It de-
pends on the surgeon and the
relative financial status of the
individual involved. To a mil-
lionaire, $5,000 is chicken feed.
To a stenographer it can be a
fortune. How long will the re-
sults last? It depends on the
person. Some women are bless-
ed with skin that holds up well.
(Staying away from booze and
out of the sun can be helpful.)
At this point I would like to
disabuse you of the notion that
plastic surgery will delay the
Bring Answers —
aging process. It will not. Time
marches on and it waits for no
man—or woman.
My advice to anyone con-
sidering cosmetic surgery is to
make an appointment with a
reputable plastic surgeon (one
whose work you have seen, if
possible.) Learn as much as
you can about the procedure.
Then decide, with the doctor's
guidance, whether or not it
makes sense for you.
Dear Ann Landers: Thank
you for saying, "Not everyone
belongs in college." Too many
parents have the idea that vo-
cational education is 0. K. for
somebody else's children, but
they want their kids in college
—a prestigious one, if possible.
It is this kind of thinking that
has produced serious problems
in filling positions of a highly
skilled nature. Eighty-five per
cent of the jobs available today
do not require a college degree.
In most cities, public school
systems are equipped with the
necessary resources to train
students for vocational training.
but they have trouble getting
the students to enroll in such
courses as the building trpdes,
graphic arts, and service trades
such as barbering, cosmeto-
logy, auto mechanics, etc.
If more people such as you,
Ann, who are In position to in-
fluence the public, woRld stress
the impertance of vocational
education and the dignity of
work, it would help to straight-
en out the thinking of some
very mixed up folks.—J. P. S
Dade County
Dear . F. S.: "The dignity of
mirk." A beautiful phrase—one
that has' the ring of days gone
by. Thanks for reminding us.
Are you listening, students?
Mow will you know when the
real thing comes along? Ask
Alm Landers. Send for her
booklet, "Love Or Sex And How
To Tell The Difference." Send
35c in coin and a long, self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope with
your request
• AUSTIN SPRINGS • ROUTE THREE
By Mrs. Carey Friel& Mrs. Aline Williams
The Rev. Bob Copeland fil-
led his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at 11 a.m. and also
the evening worship following
the meeting of BTU.
John Fagans is a patient
in the Madison County Gen-
eral Hospital in Jackson, Tenn.,
where he is under going treat-
ment. We hope he will soon be
restored.
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell,
Dukedom, and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rickman were visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Grover True.
Dan Mathis has improved at
the Volunteer Hospital, Martin,
the past few days, of which all
friends will be glad to hear.
:W. C. Berrysnan is on the
sick list and has been indis-
posed for several days, and we
send him get-well wishes.
Mr. and Mrs. James Austin
will arrive to visit their mother,
Mrs. Harrison during the
Thanksgiving holidays.
Deep sympathy is extended
to the family of Mrs. Henry
Davis who passed away the past
week at Volunteer Hospital in
Martin, Tennessee, after a ling-
ering illness. She was the wife
of Rev. Henry Davis, pastor of
Calvary Missionary Baptist
Church of Latham, and her
passing removes one of the
finest young matrons. The de-
ceased is survived by her com-
panion and two daughters, one
sister and two brothers, other
relatives and friends. Funeral
services were held at Bowlin
Mortuary, Dresden, with in-
terment here at the Acree
Cemetery with Bowlin incharge
of all the arrangements.
Barry, the young son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter, has
been a patient in Volunteer Hos-
pital in Martin, under treatment
for a seige of croup. He returned
home Sunday and is now doing
nicely.
Clarance Berryman remains
about the same. There is no
improvement at this writing.
Ile has been confined to his
bed for several months now.
Deer hunting is the most
talked about subject in this
area for over the weekend when
three nice ones were bagged.
Gilbert Roberts, Mark Harris
and Hoyt Cantrell are the lucky
hunters.
Happy Thanksgiving to each
of you who reads these items.
F 111t011 s A Good Town
Support Our Merchants
Shop Early - Mall Early
 
Good Attitude Is Trademark
Chester Bennett has been
a patient in the hospital In May-
field this last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
French visited Mr. and Mrs.
N. C. Dalton awhile Saturday
night.
Mrs. Estell Brann visited
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
awhile Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Eula B. Rozell is feel-
ing some better, after her fall
a couple of weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett
and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
liams visited Mr. and Mrs. Jas-
per Williams Friday night.
Mrs. Stella Lowery has been
feeling better the past few days.
Mrs. Effie Croft and Mrs.
Aline Williams were in Union
City Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Pat Rozell and daugh-
ter, Susie and Debbie, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
French visited Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Huddle Sunday after-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon,
Mr. and Mrs. David Brann and
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Page en-
joyed a fish supper with Mr.
and Mrs. Paul J. Brann Wednes-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Croft
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Cannon Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett
visited Mr. and Mrs. George
French Sunday afternoon and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett
and Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody
were in Greenfield Monday.
Elder Crouch filled his reg-
ular 4th Sunday appointment
at Old Bethel. He and his family
had dinner and visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
after church services.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams
spent Wednesday with us.
We are sorry to hear of the
death of Cecil Potts, who pas-
sed away in his home Friday
night. Our sympathy goes
the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Handel Potts
and family of Memphis, Tenn.
were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Potts.
NEW OFFICERS
South Fulton elementary's
fifth grade 4-H club met this
month and elected the follow-
ing students as officers: Presi-
dent, Susie Rozzell, Vice-Presi-
dent, Sherry McKinney and
Secretary, Marda Phelps.
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Pioneers in Plastics Since 1920
Lumber Dealers Everywhere
Of Double-Amputee War Vet
By DWAIN McINTOSH
MURRAY, Ky.—Tony McClure lost both legs when some-
body tripped a land mine in Vietnam almost two years ago.
And he is "proud of it."
Articulate and matter-of-fact, the 22-year-dld Murray
State University student looks straight at a listener when he
talks about that day near Da Nang in January of 1969 when
he won the Bronze Star. His dark eyes reflect the pain of
remembering.
He had been in the war-torn country two months serving
as a Navy corpsman with the 26th Marines when he was itt.
Two comrades were killed and 19 others were wounded.
Yet the black-haired young man, who refers to his omii-
-present wheelchair as "this thing," says his life has been
enriched by the thoughtfulness and kindness of people he has
encountered since he was wounded.
His source of pride is in his willingness to do a job ne
felt obligated to do.
"I went and I'm glad I went," he explains. "Like every-
body else, I cussed the leeches, the food, the dirt—so I wasn't
gung-ho. But I would go back if it were passible because the
people there need help."
Despite the strength of purpose he feels in his sacrifice,
the son of Mrs. Joseph Austin of Calvert City is not blind to
the faults of the United States in the conduct of the war. He
believes too many tactical errors are made.
Back in the United States two weeks after he was hit,
McClure spent time in two hospitals—the Naval Hospital in
Philadelphia. and the Veterans Administration Hospital in
Memphis—before he was discharged Aug. 1, 1969.
His adjustment has been made easier by his philosophical
outlook that "what has happened has happened, so let's go
from here." It actually began just six days after he was
wounded when he went to a movie in his wheelchair.
"Being a double amputee is not a burden," McClure says.
"It's merely an accepted fact now."
Gratitude shines in his handsome face when he credits
family upbringing and devoted friends as being his inspira-
tion "to take a setback in stride." The 196,5 North Marshall
High School graduate, who has always been known as a happy-
go-lucky guy, smiles quickly and frequently.
Obviously, living has lost none of its luster for him. He
exudes enthusiasm as he ticks off a variety of personal in-
terests on his fingers, drawing attention to a right hand that
is scarred and has no knuckles. However, surgery has en-
abled him to regain use of the hand so his only complaint
now is that it "sometimes hurts when it rains."
Among his pursuits outside the classroom are a home he
is having built in Murray, collecting wildlife prints, music
from rock to classic, reading (his favorite writer is Kentucky
author Jesse Stuart), following sports—particularly soccer
and horse racing—two aquariums of fish, and cooking.
Ironically, his interest in cooking and his taste for good
food are the cause of his biggest single problem—a big gain
in weight. Since he cannot help to control his weight through
normal exercises, he has gained heavily since he was wound-
ed.
The drastic weight gain has impeded his effort to learn
to walk with artificial limbs, but he says he hopes to take
off pounds and to be using prosthetics by next spring.
A penchant for involvement led him to a recent commit-
ment that will add to the hectic pace—his debut in politics
as co-chairman on the Murray State campus for Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Wendell Ford, now lieutenant gov-
ernor of Kentucky. •.1
An ardent admirer of ford, McClure lo the *OM sPozi-i
men in politics who admits he is "not a leader—but a good
follower."
Classifying himself as "somewhat conservative," he "
shakes his head pensively when the subject of campus dis-
order and anti-war demonstrations creep into the conversa-
tion. Some of his friends call him "The Capitalist."
"College students should be concerned," he thinks, "but
to be effective that concern must be tempered with responsi-
bility. It will not work any other way."
Determined to complete his own education, he Is none-
theless having second thoughts about his pre-medical curricu-
lum because of his physical limitations. Nearing sophomore
status, he expects to make a definite decision soon about his
future academic course.
He says his feeling about dissent might be old-fashioned
but he believes a citizen of the United States enjoys a priv-
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COOKOUT TIME—Tony McClure, a Murray State Univer-
sity student who lost both legs in Vietnam, takes tIme.out
from a busy schedule for one of his favorite pastimes—
cooking. The 22-year-old Navy veteran from Calvert City
is shown at the grill he keeps on the front stoop of his
apartment in Murray.
ilege that is "not without bounds." He explains it this w
ay:
"War is always bad. But we are in a war and some fin
e
young people are over there representing the United St
ates
in a struggle against an enemy whose ultimate aim i
s to
destroy us. Anyone who would undenhine them by burning
or trampling the Stars and Stripes or by hoisting the 
Viet
Cong flag has forfeited his rights as a citizen."
And Tony McClure's happy-go-lucky face shifted to dead
earnestness when he said it.
"Carpenters"
To Appear At
Murray State
Carpenters--one of the hot-
test popular music groups in
the country--have been booked
to appear at Murray State Un-
iversity Nov. 29.
Sponsored by the student gov-
ernment, the show by the five-
member group is scheduled for
8 p.m. in the university aud-
itorium. Tickets are on sale
daily from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in the lobby of the Water-
field Student Union Building.
Jay Richey of Murray, con-
cert chairman of the student
government, said Murray State
is "the only school within a
radius of about 1,000 miles to
sponsor Carpenters in concert
this year."
Tickets for the performance
range in price from $2 to $3,
Carpenters have soared to
stardom in the entertainment
world primarily on the success
of two single records--"Ticket
to Ride" and the still-pcpular
"Close to You"
Trailblazers Announce
Sunday Motor Races
The West Kentucky Com-
petition Riders Association held
their annual Hare Scrambles
championship on Sunday, Nov.
22 at Linton, Ky. It turned
out to be a fine day, weather-
wise, for the race.
The Trailblazers from Ful-
ton were well represented by
riders as well as club mem-
bers. The riders participating
were Gerald Powell, Butch
Workman, Larry Kimbel, Don
Tabors, Tony Grubbs and Bob
Miller, Gerald Powell has made
some fine practice laps at Lin-
ton, but he always breaks down
before the race begins. Sunday
was no exception.
Gerald made one practice lap
and blew a piston. Don Tabors
South Fulton
Youth Injured
In Auto Mishap
A six-year old South Fulton
youth was painfully injured,
Wednesday, November 18, when
he was struck by a car, in
front of his home at the corner
of Grymes and Forestdale in
South Fulton.
Jimmy Hardy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kelton Hardy, is hos-
pitalized at the Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah. He suf-
fered a fractured leg and other
injuries in the accident.
According to Chief of Police
Cleo McClanahan, the Hardy
boy darted out in front of a
1971 Mercury Cougar, driven
by Johnny Wilson, 19 year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Carnell
Wilson, Orchard Drive in South
Fulton. The accident occured
around 6.90 p.m.
Little Jimmy was rushed to
HIllview Hospital and later
transferred kitha Western Bap-
tist Hospital in • Hornbeak
Ambulance. His condition is now
listed as satisfactory.
and Larry Kimbell were out
on a practice lap when the race
began. Larry Kimbel went ahead
and raced anyway and finished
a close sixth place. Don Tabors
decided that he would Just spend
the day helping the other riders
across the creeks and mud
holes.
Tony Grubbs got off to a good
start but had motor trouble and
wasn't able to finish the race.
It looked as if Butch Workman
was going to finish first in the
125cr class, but on the last two
laps his motor started cutting
out on him and he had to settle
for a well earned second place
trophy.
Bob Miller, riding in the
250cc class, Just couldn't do
anything wrong, and he brought,
home the first place trophy in
his class.
Club members attending the
event were, Joyce Gulls, Hilda
Gatti', Rhea Graves, Louise
Grubbs, Brenda Miller, Shirley
Workman and Eddie Arnold.
The Trailblazers will be
looking forward to seeing
everybody at their one moto-
cross track on Sunday, Novem-
ber 29. This race will be run
rain or shine and the clubhouse
will be open for everybody who
wants to go inside and warm if
the weather should be cold.
We are expecting some 100
riders from West Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri, Arkan-
sas, Illinois and Indiana.
So don't let the weather keep
you from enjoying a real day of
racing.
Parts Fer All
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
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By Mn, W. C. Morrison
•
Mr. El. Brundige is a patient
at the Volunteer Hospital in
Martin having several tests
made.
Miss Ruby Foster returned
from the Volunteer Hospital
last week to her home in La-
tham and is progressing nicely.
Several from this community
attended the funeral of Cecil
Potts at Jackson Funeral Home
last Sunday. Rev. Gerald Stow
officiated, with internment in
Oak Grove Cemetery. Mr. Potts
died suddenly at his trailer
home, Friday, in the Old Bethel
Community, where he had lived
since his retirement in Mich-
igan.
Mrs. Henry Davis passed
away at the Volunteer Hospital
last week, after an extended
illness. Funeral services were
conducted at Bowlin Funeral
Home on Wednesday. Burial was
in Acree Cemetery. She was the
wife of Rev. Henry Davis, pres-
ent pastor, at the Cavalry Bap-
tist Church in Latham, and had
many friends of this community.
Mrs. Mary Cummings Rob-
erts and Mr. Bill Cochran
were married recently and are
living on the Union City High-
way near Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jack-
son of Dukedom are vacation-
ing in Georgia and Florida,
guests of her nephews, Jimmie
and Troy Glidewell.
Chess Morrison remains
about the same. Visitors were:
Mr. and Mrs. Orven Morrison,
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
Gaither Turner, Madge Cum-
mings and Mr. and Mrs. Har-
vey Vaughan.
NOW AT HOME
Dan and Zane Taylor are
now back in Fillton after a
wonderful 10-day trip to Spain,
along with other Chevrolet deal-
ers and their wives.
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hinman Westbrook
The bookmobile made the
regular visit to the library
station at Mrs. Winnie Cunning-
ham's on last Wednesday. 111
checking they found 181 books
had been read since last visit.
There are now on hand 311
books of various categories.
It is a good time of the year
to avail yourself of the op-
portunity to choose a book and
read these long winter nights.
Word was received that Kate
Davis, former resident of this
vicinity passed away, after a
lengthly illness, last Friday.
Burial was at Benton, Kentucky.
Malcolm Alford slipped while
at work at the slaughter house
last Wednesday and one leg was
burned in the scalding vat. He
is in Hillview Hospital, Fulton,
doing as well as could be
expected, but in pain much of
the time.
Mrs. Marne Melton is now
at Calloway County Nursing
Home, Murray, Kentucky, Room
19. She was moved from Com-
munity Hospital, Mayfield
where she had been with a
broken hip.
Webb Brown has been a
patient at Fulton Hospital for a
number of days. Feeling some
better last report.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce
visited his sister Imogene
Choice at Paducah this weekend.
Hobert Woodruff has to re-
turn to Volunteer Hospital,
Martin, the middle of last week.
We were glad to have Mrs.
Augusta Reed able to be at
church on last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wil-
liams are now established at
Tucker Nursing Home, May-
field after having their house-
hold sale last Saturday.
Mrs. Lewis Cole is home
from hospital in Paris and is
continuing to improve.
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DEATHS
Raymond Bostick
Funeral services for Ray-
mond Bostick were held Tues-
day. November 24, in Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. Charles Mc-
Kenzie officiating. Burial was
in Wesley Cemetery. Masonic
rites were Monday night, No-
vember 23, by Lodge No. 191
F& AM,
Mr. Bostick, 72, died in the
Obion County Hospital in Union
City Sunday, November 22. He
was a resident of Route 1, Ful-
ton.
Surviving are five sisters,
Mrs. Beatrice Via and Mrs.
Hazel Howell of Route 1, Ful-
ton, Mrs. Flora Ritter of Mem-
tads, Mich., Mrs. Jencye Hod-
kins of Berea, Calif., Mrs.
Dorothy Brauner of Fulton,
Calif., two brothers, Bernard
Bostick of Route 1, Water
Valley, and Carl Bostick of
Berea, Calif.; three step-sis-
ters, Mrs. Guynelle Hodges and
Mrs. Maud Pharis of Route 1,
Fulton, Mrs. Opal Webb of
Route 1, Crutchfield.
Mn. Geo. Amberson
Mrs. Alberta Mabry Am-
berson, a former Fulton County
resident, died Saturday morn-
ing November 22, In her home
at Memphis.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, November 24, in
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel,
with Rev. John Britt officiating,
and burial was in the Hickman
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Amberson, 46, was
born in the Cayce community,
the daughter of Mrs. Willie Ma-
jor Mabry and the late Alvin
Mabry. She was a member of
the Methodist Church.
She is survived by her hus-
band, George Amberson, and
one daughter, Gail Amberson,
both of Memphis, her mother,
two brothers, Donald Mabry of
Cayce and Dr. FL A. Mabry
of Raleigh, N. C., two sisters,
Mrs. J. C. McClellan of Hick-
man and Mrs. Paul T. Shaw
of Union City.
Water Valley
Woman Needs
Helping Hand
Friends of Mrs. Randal Laird
of Water Valley are collecting,
funds to help pay for the medi-
cations she must take each
day. Mrs. Laird has had a
long and expensive illness, and
her friends wish to help her
cover these expensive hospital
coeds.
If you would like to donate,
please bring your contributions
to Stephens Texaco Station at
Water Valley or give them to
Laura Stephens at the Fulton
Bank.
SBA Representative
Coming To Paducah
A representative of the Small
Business Administration will be
at that Agency's part-time of-
fice in the City Hall on the
Second Floor, Paducah, Ken-
tucky, on Dec. 3, as announced
by R. B. Blankenship, SBA
District Director. The office,
operated an a semi-monthly ba-
sis every first and third Thurs-
day, will be open from 9:00 a.
in. to 9:00 p.m.
In order to determine credit
and eligibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is sug-
gested that the businessmen
bring with them a recent finan-
cial statement or balance sheet
of the business and a profit
loss statement for the previous
full year. This information per-
tains to established businesses.
However, anyone Interested in
establishing a new business is
encouraged to consult with this
representative as well as other
businessmen who are in need
Of financial advice or assis-
tance.
In addition to an SBA loan
representative, there will be a
SCORE (Service Corps of Retir-
ed Executives) Counselor avail-
able to talk with small business
Wearers. SCORE represen-
tatives in the Paducah area
are Robert ft. Sachs and Ross
L. Cochran.
POLICING
To get more State Police per-
sonnel into the front-line fight
against crime, driving-license
examinations gradually will be
taken over by civilian em-
*yeas, Director Larry Bouch-
er amsounced.
Willie Potts
Willie Cecil Potts died at
his home on Route 2, Dukedom
Friday night, November 20, fol-
lowing a short illness.
Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon, November
23, in Jackson Funeral Home
at Dukedom and burial was in
Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Potts, 65, was born in
Tennessee, the son of Lee Allen
and Dove Smith Potts. He was
a retired carpenter.
Surviving are two brothers,
Herman Potts of Route 5, Ful-
ton and Charlie Waymon Potts
of Watervliet, Mich.; one sis-
ter, Mrs. Iva Nabors of Crutch-
field, and several nieces and
nephews.
• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Get well wishes are extended
to Mr. Irvin Brundige who has
been a patient at the Volunteer
Hospital for the past week.
Mrs. Irvin Brundige and Mrs.
Buren Smith were in Memphis
recently for a check-up by the
optometrist who fitted Mrs.
Brundige's glasses some time
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell
and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Terrell,
Melody and Alan visited Mr. and
Mrs. Wilmer Jones and Randy
at Smyrna last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. David Nanney
from Palo Alto California left
for their home last Sunday after
visiting Mrs. and Mrs. J. B.
Nanney for a few weeks. While
here he sold one of his farms
to Thad Parrish. They will
visit their daughter Suellyn and
family and her parents in Ar-
kansas on their way to their
home.
Mrs. Elnora Vaughan visited
her niece, Mrs. Dorothy
Weatherford and family in Paris
during the Thanksgiving week.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan substi-
tuted three days last week at
the Martin Elementary School.
Bill Rogers is a shut-in with
a severe cold or the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitver
and Debbie from Nashville spent
the weekend with her mother
and brother Mrs. Eula Rogers
and Bill.
Cecil Potts who lived in this
community and attended Chest-
nut Glade School before going
North many years ago died at
his home in the Old Bethel
Community where he had been
living rsecentlyi, last *Friday.
Burial was at Oak Grove, Mon-
day.
Best wishes for a speedy
recovery are extended to Mal-
colm Alfred who suffered a
seriously burned foot when he
accidently slipped into the
scalding vat at the slaughter
house that he was operating re-
cently. He has been a patient
at the Hillview Hospital. His
condition has made it necessary
to close his place of business
temporarily. His many custo-
mers are hoping that he will
not be closed for many days.
Simple, inexpensive, useful
and beautiful were the gift sug-
gestions that were shown by
Mrs. Grave Prince when she
met with the Chestnut Glade
Club in the home of Mrs. Myrtle
Temple for the regular No-
vember meeting. The roll call
was answered by each member
showing or telling a gift sug-
gestion. The devotion was given
by Mrs. Elnora Vaughan. The
song "Count Your Many Bles-
sings" was led by Mrs.
Laverne Owensby. Plans were
made for a voluntary contri-
bution each month that would
be given to the Telethon next
year. Reservations were made
for the Christmas Luncheon
at the 1.1..T.M.B. Student Center
December 3. The program will
begin at 10 a.m. The home
management lesson was on table
settings. The recreation was
directed by Mrs. Lucy Gibbs.
Mrs. Kate Myrick, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Chambers and Mrs. Lucy
Simpson were welcomed visi-
tors. The December meeting
will be in the home of Mrs.
Atter Wheat at 12 o'clock, De-
cember 17.
IRISH VIGNETTE
DUBLIN: I always enjoy a
shopping excursion in Dublin.
Not only are the prices reason-
able, particularly by American
standards, but the shopkeepers
and clerks are genuinely inter-
ested in you and otter wonderful
help and advice.
Friendliness continues to be a
Dubliner trait. No matter how
rushed the clerk or hotel employe
I, you'll still receive courteous
attention. The American who
visits here will appreciate indeed
the consideration he is shown....
something he just may have
been missing back home!
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Dean Still Vibrating
From Summer Cycle Trip
If the dean of the School of
Education at Murray State Un-
iversity seems a little shaky in
his job these days, don't mistake
this as an indication that he is
insecure in that position.
He's probably still vibra-
ting from riding his Suzuki 500
motorcycle a total of 4,600
miles on two recent summer va-
cation trips.
The first of these, in June,
took Dr. Donald B. Hunter, 40,
and his 13-year-old-son, Don,
Jr. to Sante Fe, N.M., and back,
a distance of 2,800 miles and a
10-day trip.
In August, he roared off
again, this time for a week-
long trip to Wisconsin. Riding
beside him on another cycle was
Jim Biggs, who directs the Up-
ward Bound program at Murray
State.
"We went to New Mexico,"
the sports-minded dean said,
'to see the Indian cliff dwellers
in Bandelier National Park, and
to Wisconsin simply because we
had never been in that part of
the country and wanted to see
what it is like.' 
On the western trip, Hunter
and his son spent most of their
nights under the stars In state
and national parks. Their gear
included a tent, sleeping bags
and cooking utensils.
"This was a real experience,"
the dean said. "Whenever we
would ride into a park and set
up camp, it would be only a short
while before other campers
would come over to talk and to
look us over.
"We had as many as 30 to
40 a night, and we thoroughly
enjoyed meeting and talking with
them. They came froqi all oarts
in the country. I guess it just
isn't every day they Meet camp-
ers traveling on a motorcycle."
For four days, they rode in
the rain, he said, and this al-
most kept them from finding a
place to sleep the night they
reached Santa Fe.
"We wanted to stay Ma motel
in Santa Fe," he went on, "be-
cause of the elevation. The city
is 6,000 feet above sea level,
and it gets pretty cold at night."
But after riding all day
in the rain, I'll admit, we did
lood pretty c ruddy. We had to go
to three motels before we found
one that would admit to a
vacancy."
After visiting the Indian cliff
dwellers in Bandalier National
Park, the Hunters also visited
the Atomic Museum at Los Al-
amos and located near the cliff-
dweller area.
This was quite a contrast
In civilization to see so closely
related in proximity," he said.
"On one hand, we had the an-
tiquity of America, and on the
other the nuclear, space age."
On the Wisconsin trip, Hunter
and Biggs went to Lake Win-
ednesday, Nov. 25, 1974P-5 Fulton Co. News, W
nebago on the eastern side of the
state, to Green Bay and returned
along Lake Michigan and
through the heart of Chicago.
"Now, that's an experience
for you," the dean exclaimed,
"riding a motorcycle through
Chicago!"
The dean figures they aver-
aged about 40 miles per gallon
when riding. "This depended
upon the wind," he said. "If
we had a good tail wind, we
would average as much as 55
miles per gallon, but if we were
bucking a good headwind, we
couldn't make but about 30."
Their daily rides averaged
about 350 miles, he said, with
450 being the most traVeledIna
single day.
Considerable discrimination a-
gainst motorcycle riders still
exists on the highways, the &AD
said. He contributes this to
"the image television and the
movies have given the sport by
glamorizing such rider grottPe
as 'Hell's Angels' and the hip;
pie-type-outlaw riders."
An avid sportsman and I
native of Union, Miss., near
Meridian, Hunter came to lifur.
ray in 1957. Before being named
dean of the School of Educittibs
In 1967, he was a professor's(
education, director of student
taneadchrine
the
Although he 
nanodf cahdamirimsSaniOnj
gmhenhte ohfolEdsducastprilot
given up flying. "I have found
vete flying license, Hunter has
riding a motorcycle a lot c heINP.
er and safer," he said.
The dean, who two years
ago rode his motorcyclield
Florida for a vacation,
PILGRIMS LANDING AT PLYMOUTH ROCK, DEC. 21, 1620
350 Years Ago, the, Pilgrims set foot on Plymouth Rock — and a new way
of life began. On board the Mayflower, the little band of Pilgrims signed a compact,
agreeing to form a local government for the new town of Plymouth, Massachusetts,
and to abide by its laws. In the Mayflower Compact, we see the early flowering of
democracy in America. As we observe Thanksgiving Day yet another legacy from
our Pilgrim forefathers — we can indeed be thankful for our proud heritage, for
our American way of life, for freedom and its blessings.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
Liberty Super Market
kuol Fulton, Tennessee
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 472-omo
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Pure 4721342
Hickman
-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Setter Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
The Citizen's Bank
Make eur bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 234-2455
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Hombeak Funeral Home
302 Corr Street
Puttee, Ky. 472-1411
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your deer
Fulton, Ky. 472.3311
Henry L Siegel Company. Ine,
Fulton and South Fulton
• Good piece to work
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
Ma9411
Clinton, Ky. 453-2771
Some Facts - -
(continued from page 1)
passenger service is a neces-
sary part of a balanced national
transportation system. Public
convenience and necessity re-
quire the continuation and im-
provement of such service to
provide fast and comfortable
transportation between urban
areas and other areas of the
country.
Rail passenger service can
help to decrease the congestion
on highways and overcrowding
of airways and airports.
The traveler in the United
States should to the maximum
extent feasible have freedom to
choose the mode of travel most
convenient to his needs.
The achievement of these
goals requires the designation
of a basic national rail trans-
portation system and the es-
tablishment of a rail passenger
corporation to provide the need-
ed service.
THE BASIC NATIONAL RAIL
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM:
The Secretary of Transpor-
tation is directed to submit
within 90 days of enactment a
report to Congress specifying
those points to and between
which intercity passenger ser-
vice should be operated together
with basic service character-
istics of operations to be pro-
vided within the system.
The report also will be sub-
mitted to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for review
and comments and consider-
ation will be given to that
agency's views.
CREATION OF THE CORPOR-
ATION:
Concurrent with the Secre-
tary's action in designating
the Basic System, the National
Rail Passenger Corporation
will be created by incorporators
appointed by the President
with the advise and consent
of the Senate.
The Corporation is to have
a board of 15 directors. Eight
are to be appointed by the Pres-
ident and approved by the Sen-
ate. Seven are to be chosen by
the stockholders.
Common stock is to be issued
at the outset to railroads
affiliated with the Corporation.
Cumulative preferred stock
will be offered to the public
at an appropriate time.
The Corporation will be
empowered to operate or pro-
vide for the operation of inter-
city railroad passenger trains;
to acquire the necessary facil-
ities and equipment; and to
conduct research and develop-
ment related to its mission.
HOW THE CORPORATION
WILL PROVIDE PASSENGER
SERVICE:
On or before May 1, 1971
the Corporation is authorized
to contract with each railroad
company to relieve it of its
intercity passenger service.
No railroad is obligated to en -
ter into such an agreement.
A railroad wishing to con-
tract with the Corporation must
agree to pay to it each year
for three years an amount equal
to one-third of fifty percent
of its fully distributed pas-
senger service deficit incurred
in 1969.
Prior to May 1, 1971 the
Corporation will be expected
to purchase such new equipment
as time permits and to integrate
good quality existing equip-
ment which it has taken over
from the railroads into its own
service system.
Not later than May 1, 1971
the Corporation will begin ser-
vice throughout the basic sys-
tem. It is anticipated the actual
movement of trains will be con-
ducted for the Corporation
under contract by the railroads.
FINANCING THE CORPOR-
ATION:
As part of their contracts with
the Corporation, the railroads
are obligated to make payments
which are expected to aggregate
$200 million.
The amount is payable in cash
or, at the option of the Cor-
poration, by the transfer of
equipment or the provision of
future service.
The railroads will receive
in return common stock equal
in par value in its initial organ-
ization and operation and in the
acquisition of equipment and
services.
The Secretary of Transpor-
tation is authorized to guarantee
loans of up to $100 million to
the Corporation for the pur-
chase or rehabilitation of rol-
ling stock or other corporate
purposes.
The Secretary of Transpor-
tation is authorized to make
or guarantee short terms loans
of up to $200 million to assist
railroads in satisfying their
contractual commitments to
the Corporation.
Public participation is pro-
vided for by the prospective
sale of preferred stock.
EAGER BEAVER: Today it
costs more to amuse a grand-
child than it did to clothe his
father . . . Opportunity looks
so much like hard work that
few people today recognize it.
Fulton Will Seek US
Engineer Creek Survey
The Fulton City Commission voted Monday
night to ask the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
in Memphis to conduct a feasibility study of re-
pairs and stabilization of Harris Fork Creek.
Mayor Nelson Tripp said that if the Corps of
Engineers approves, the city will request $50,000
in federal funds. He cautioned, however, that the
city must agree in advance to pay the difference,
if the cost of creek repair goes above $50,000.
In other business, the Com-
mission accepted a low bid
of $17,373 for construction of
an aerator basin at the water-
works. Genson Construction
Company, of Newbern, sub-
mitted the bid.
Mayor Tripp announced that
employees of the City of Ful-
ton will receive a $10 Christ-
mas bonus, to be paid from the
general fund.
The Commission authorized
City Attorney James Warren
to file suit for the purpose of
annexing 2.8 acres of the old
brickyard to the Urban Renewal
area.
Mayor Tripp stated that the
City of Memphis has offered
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - -
Your insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
S. P. MOORE & CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 4791844
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—
Viking Kitchen Carpeting
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Between Martin & Union City
FRIDAY • SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 27 . 28
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 7:00
Poor White Trash
— AND —
Wild And Willing
SUNDAY. MONDAY
NOVEMBER 29 - 30
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 7:00
Crimson Colt
— AND —
Horror House
CLOSED Tues.. Wed. • Thurs.
December 1 3
to sell for $1,500 a leaf vac-
cuurning machine. The Com-
mission decided that, since the
City of Fulton already owns such
a machine, they would wait until
next year to consider purchase
of a second one.
City Attorney James Warren
was appointed to check the
legality of a refund made last
week to Mrs. J. J. Clements.
She contended that since her
business was discontinued be-
fore the end of 1970, she was
entitled to the unused portion of
her occupational license tax.
Commissioner J. D. Hales
said the city might be establish-
ing a precedent of refunding
taxes.
Three Lose
Driver's
Licenses
Listed below are the names
of individuals who have lost
their drivers license for the
week ending Nov. 13, 1970,
as released by the Department
of Public Safety to the Traffic
Safety Coordinating Committee.
James Earl Kemp, age 40,
Route 4, Hickman, Ky., (DWI),
license suspended until April
16, 1971.
Oscar B. Bishop, age 24,
1204 Sixth Street, Hickman, Ky.,
(SPS) speeding in excess of
25 miles per hour over posted
limit, license suspended for
90 days.
Aston Azzie Adams, age 46,
Route 4, Clinton, Ky., (DWI),
license suspended until April
20, 1971,
YMBC Names
Hoodenpyle
As President
The YMBC members heldthe
oyster dinner at the Traveler's
Inn last night, November 24.
Their election of officers is
as follows.
President, C. E. Hoodenpyle;
Vice President, WaymonSmith;
Secretary, J. B. Barclay;
Treasurer, Nubbin Bizzle;
Seargeant of Arms, Milford
Sergeant of Arms, Milford
Jobe. Board of Directors: J.
B. Barclay, Richard Myatt,
Jerre Warren and James
Needham.
They discussed plans for
their annual Christmas party
of December 19. They decided
to employ the "Melody Men"
for the occasion.
YMBC members alsodecided
to sponsor the newly established
Saddle Club of Carr's Woods.
Support Our Merchants
Fulton Is A Good Town
dein us
for a true
Bourbon,.
uisnTen High
Come over to the taste
of Ten High, a true
Bourbon of Hiram
Walker character and
quality. Sip it slow and
easy. You'll be doubly
glad you joined us—
when you remember
Ten High's welcome
price!
gill but Woo bog
$000 $000
86 proof • Hiram Walker & Sons 
Inc , Peoria,
•
86 P11001
Nt.A WALKER
TEN NIGH
STRAIGHT BOURIORI
WHISKEY
WHEN GOOD FRIENDS GET TOGETHER, and they did at last Saturday's Press 
Day at
Murray State University. Seen here enjoying a good story about newspapering are Paul West-
pheling, News Publisher; Mrs. Wilson Wooloy, the former Carolyn Fly; L. J. Horton, head 
of
the Journalism department at Murray, and Mrs. Paul Westphtaling, editor of the 
Hickman
Courier.
WINDAGE—
(Continued From Page One)
By the way, the Fulton library has sev-
eral thousand white pine seedings that they
will dole out, for free, to anyone who wants
to do a little fall planting around the yard. I
set out about 200 as a border around our
yard this spring, and in time, they will be
nice. There isn't but one problem with these
little rascals: they grow very slowly for the
first couple of years and during that time
they are easily lost in the grass and are over-
looked when mowing. But they will live if
you don't disturb them. Get yourself a few.
Thanks to the handy equipment and
able manpower provided by the Fulton Elec-
tric system, the Christmas lights and decora-
tions are in place on and around Lake Street
this week, ready for the Christmas season.
01' Santa has already visited Western Auto,
and Sears, and is returning for a visit at Ben
Franklin Friday night.
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page On&
For those of you who think that the
Festival is a losing propostion, we want to
stress in tne-strcmgest term, that we believe
that every community should have an an-
nual community event.
And it is for sure, that no community
event in the Nation, nowhere is there a more
worthwhile, more unusual, more meaningful
program than our own Banana Festival's.
And don't you forget that for one min-
ute. There MUST be some changes made. Im-
portant changes, necessary changes, impera-
tive changes that need to be made. We hope,
as does the Banana Festival board, that you
give your help in getting into full speed
ahead
Two From County
At Morehead State
Morehead State University's
fall semester enrollment of
6,030 includes two from Fulton
County.
The MSU student body re-
presents 95 Kentucky counties,
30 states and eight foreign coun-
tries. Male students outnumber
females, 3,110 to 2,920, and
the university has 5,456 under-
graduates and 574 graduate stu-
dents.
By class, the fall semester
enrollment consists of 1,342
seniors, 1,146 juniors, 1,129
sophomores and 1,839 fresh-
men.
Attending MSU from Fulton
county are:
Steven A. Wade, and Ray-
mond Wilkerson.
Grandson Of
Fancy Farm Woman
Was Crash Victim
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Mrs. Ida Burch, Fancy Farm,
received word that her
grandson, Mark Andrews, Cin-
cinnati, was one of the victims
of the airplane crash, which
took the lives of 37 members of
the Marshall University football
squad in West Virginia.
Young Andrews, the son OE
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Andrews,
was in his junior year at Mar-
shall and a regular on the foot-
ball squad.
Coach Shank
Pupils Attend
Traffic Meet
Coach Larry Shank and four
Fulton High School students at-
tended a state Traffic Safety
meeting at Kentucky Dam Vil-
lage, Wednesday, November
18.
Representing Fulton High
were: Bob Nanney, editor of
the school newspaper; Louella
Puckett, Co-editor of the an-
nual; Steve Ericksen, presidont
of the senior class and Greg
Scates, junior class president.
Among the items discussed
were: Drinking while driving,
ard whether or not driver edu-
cation program meets the
needs of the students.
VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. J D. Cruce
of Walnut Ridge, Arkansas, and
Mrs. Jesse Powell of Union
City, were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Roy Cruce and attended
church at Cayce.
Afternoon visitors were Mrs.
Irene Campbell and Mrs.
Montez Oliver, and Mrs. and
Mrs. Johnny Staton.
The following were patients
In Fulton's Hospitals the week
of November 25:
HILLVIEW
George Brand, Mayfield;
Marie Vaughn, Douglas Tibbs,
Lana McFadden, Martha Wal-
lace, Wingo; Josephine French,
Robert Decker, Water Valley;
Cheryl Pitman, Clinton;
Anita Stewart, Mary Jo Irv-
ing, Aletha Little, Harold
Beard, Janice Willey, Ada
Belle Counce, South Fulton;
Nancy Thurman, Martha Tay-
lor, Fulton; Ann Readenour,
Union City; Kenneth Cherry,
Malcolm Alford, Dukedom; Al-
meda Moss, Sharon; Jane
Sanger, Hickman.
FULTON
W. C. West, Cora Puckett,
Martha James, Donna Clapp,
Mrs. Diane West and Baby, Ed-
mond Clark, Wingo; Arthur
Traver, Crutchfield; Larue
Wiggnes, Houston Caverider,
Water Valley; Richard Berlage,
Dukedom, Annie Hale, Hickman;
Thomas Bruff, Union City;
Alice Sills, Nellie White, Mrs.
Jessica Brown and Baby, Net-
tle Miller, Barry Scearce,
Thomas _ McClain, Arthur
—Gwynn, Florence Moody, Coy
Young, Eva Blaylock, Catherine
Mills, Minnie Etheridge, Gladys
Allen, Mrs. Taman Khourie,
Leans Murchison, Gladys Hy-
land, Lena Kash, Fulton; Mike
Moss, Shirley Halley, Frances
Travis, Novella Watson, Clella
Fields, John E. Bard, Robert
Reese, South Fulton.
PATIENTS IN HOSPITAL
Ralph Breeden's sister and
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
E. E. Shanklin of Latham, are
patients in the Baptist Hospital
in Memphis, Tennessee. Fulton
and Latham friends might want
to call on them or send them
cards. Mrs. Shanklin's room
number is 694, and Mr. Shank-
lin's room number is 1153.
SUNDAY SALES
While Sunday
-sales cases
against 20 Louisville stores
were taken to the State Court
of Appeals, the Warren County
grand jury, at Bowling Green,
indicted 36 stores on similar
charges.
INCENTIVE AWARDS
More than 295,000 incentive
awards for 4-H boys and girls
are provided annually by pri-
vate business, industry and
foundations through the Na-
tional 4-H Service Committee
of Chicago.
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HOSPITAL NEWS Pilots-Bulldogs
Have Game In
Cage Opener
The Hickman Pilots are going
to take on Fulton City Bulldogs
in basketball next Tuesday night
at Hickman, but prior to the
game, fans from both cities will
sit down for a delicious
spaghetti dinner before the
competition starts.
The spaghetti supper, with all
the ingredients for the delicious
meal furnished by Turnbow's
Super Market, will have a two-
fold "goal."
One is to raise funds with
which to construct two ad-
ditional goal posts in the Hick-
man gym, and the other is to
give the Pilots a real, enthus-
iastic send-off for a winning
season in their opener next
Tuesday night.
Serving of the dinner begins
at 5 p.m. in the Hickman High
School cafeteria and ends at
7 p.m. And then the game is off
to a rousing start with every-
body well-fed and well prepared
for an evening of high school
sports at its best.
A schedule of the Pilots' cage
season will be published in the
Courier next week.
Majority Oppose
Radicals — Nunn
An overwhelming majority
of Americans will stand firm
against attacks now being made
on the nation's churches,
homes, schools and laws, Gov-
ernor Nunn says.
The governor spoke at the
180th anniversary celebration
held at historic Stamping
Ground (Scott County), said to
be the second oldest town in
Kentucky.
European Style
MOTO - CROSS
SUNDAY,
Iloyonther 29
Course Open 12:30 p. m.
First Moto 1:30 p. m.
Five Classes
WICCRA POINTS
CLASSES
0-100
101-125
126-175
176-250
251-open
Sponsored by Trailblazers Motorcycle Club with Track being
approximately 2.4 miles off of U. S. 45 between Fulton, Ky.
and Martin, Tenn.
EVENT WILL BE HELD RAIN or SHINE
Entry $1.00 Donation $1.00
CITY NATIONAL BANK
Offers Extra Banking Hours
For the convenience of our customers and in coopera-
tion with the Retail Merchants of the Twin Cities during
the Christmas shopping season, the City National Bank
will be open for business from 4 p.m. to 6 p. m. each
Friday, beginning November 27 and extending through
December 18. Our other banking hours will remain the
same.
We urge you to do your Christmas shopping in the
Twin Cities of Fulton and South Fulton and do your bank-
ing with City National Bank, your Full Service Bank.
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The Danish flag is believed to
be the oldest, unchanged nation-
al flag. The large white cross
on the field of red has existed
since the 13th century.
Wholesale Prices on
SHOTGUN SHELLS
by Box or Case
BRUCE DUN
CHRIS ROBINSON
Lcok.1:-. g a
Pizza — Thick Shakes — Fried Chicken
Bands — Thur. Friday and Sat. Nites
Sunday Open 5p. in. To 8 p. a. 4711111112
CASUAL
COORDINATES
for campus or career. With
a flair for the spectacular.
And all the comfort and fashion
you want and need. Only Bass makes
genuine Weejuns® moccasins. No other is
quite the same. See our many new styles today.
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
LAKE STREET — FULTON, KY.
Open Fri.. Sat. Evenings Till II P. M. Now Until Christmas
SANTA CLAUS
Will be at our store
FRIDAY HITE
NOV. 28th
6:30 To 8: P. M.
I.TON. KENTUCKY
Some small meat packing firms
in Kentucky say they are being
forced out of business by a new
state law tightening up meat in-
spections.
The problems of the smaller
operators were discussed Thurs-
day during a meet in a legisla-
tive subcommittee on agricul-
ture.
Agriculture Commissioner J
Robert Miller said, "We realize
we do have a lot of small places
closed now—that was not the in-
tent of the legislature—but we
had to meet standards of the
federal law."
The state regulation goes into
effect next month and is an al-
SUPER SAYINGS
At Evans Drug
TS. 702Z sw"
SCOTCH
MAGIC TAPE
1/2" x 700 inches . Reg. 59c
Now 39c
KODAK CX126.12
COLOR FILM
Reg. $1.40
Now 99c
ALKA SELTZER
36's, Foil Wrapped
Reif $1.09
87c
BAN
Roll - On
Roll. $1.09
77c
AINNIMM
SYLVANIA
FLASH CUBES
Reg. $1.80
99c
POLAROID
Type 108 Color Film
Reg. $5.39
$3.99 _
E1CCEDRIN
Tablets (100's)
Rag. $1.63
I. $1.19 
,
EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake St. Fulton
 ‘
Open ovary Fri. & Sat. alio to El: p. in. Till Christmas
assarimmeemvessesisneseeesursiesonesseumnrasesesessassummussles
most duplicate copy of federal
regulations.
Representatives of smaller
firms said the cost of conform-
ing to the new requirements is
prohibitive.
Luel Boone, a Bardstown
butcher, said the main difficulty
seems to be obtaining time to
conform.
He said some of his colleagues
were hoping for loans from the
Small Business Administration
to buy new facilities, but have
discovered the SBA is short on
funds.
Kentucky Farm Bureau Fed-
eration representatives present
at the meeting reaffirmed a res-
olution passed earlier this week
Mrs. Pruitt Heads
Fulton Jaycettes
FULTON, Ky., -Mrs.
Joyce Pruitt has been elected
pesident of the Fulton Jay-
ernes.
Other officers were: Mrs. Bar-
ry Bondurant, internal vice-
president; Mrs. Lyle Holman,
external vice president; Mrs.
Bobby Harrison, secretary;
Mrs. Joe Johnson, treasurer,
and Mrs. Don Irvine, director.
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell Jr. was ap-
pointed publicity chairman.
at the organization's state con-
vention.
"The regulations being enforc-
ed under the Meat Inspection
Act lead one to believe that this
act was conceived as much for
the purpose of forcing small
slaughtering houses out of busi-
ness as for health reasons," the
resolution said.
NOW SHOWING 7- B-I-G DAYS!
Continuous Showing Thanksgiving Day
-tpratj,
4;4j."
•
,Metro•Goldwyn.Moyer presents ELVIS PRESLEY in "THAT'S THE WAY IT IS
ra: directed by DENIS SANDERS • PANAVISION'• METROCOLOR
BIG MID - NIGHT SPOOK SHOW
FRIDAY NIGHT — NOV. 27th
Doors Open 10:00 Show Starts 10:30
No. 1
"THE CURSE OF
THE WEREWOLF"
IN COLOR!
No. 2
"TRANICENSTEIN
CREATED WOMAN"
IN COLOR,
Sale will be held on the McLernoro farm located Ph mile
west of Sharon. Turn west off Hwy 45E lust south of Sharon
city limits on Page Road and proceed 1 mile to sale, Watch
for sale signs.
Selling Because of Other Business Interests
FARMING EQUIPMENT
504 International Tractor (gas), Braking Plow, Cultivator,
Front End Loader, Disc Harrow, Bush hog Rotary Mower.
A John Deere Tractor, 2 Row Cultivator, Corn Planter, 2 Row,
Corn Picker, 1 Row, Harrow - 3 Section, Hay Rake, Post
Hole Digger, Stump Puller, 2 Single Gate Blocks, Electric
Trailer, 2 Wheel Trailer, 2 Wheel Equipment Trailer, 2 Wheel
Trailer—Type Grader Blade, 1 Spray Rig, Hay and Corn
Crushr.
MISC. and SHOP EQUIPMENT
225 Lincolin Welder, Acetylene Cutting Torch, McCullough
Chain Saw, Cult—of—Saw, 300" Blade, 12 Ton Hydrolic Jack,
Bush Whacker Electric Fence, 3 Binders, Cattle Oiler, Metal
Watering Trough, 30 Bales Jap Hay, SO Dynamite Cape and
30 tbs. of Dynamite, Shop Vise, Pipe Vise, 12-5" Steel
Beams, 30' Long, Star Hog Feeder — 12 Hole, Wood Cook
Stove. Many other items.
Alexander Auction & Realty Sales
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER
OFFICE: MARTIN, TENNRSSEE
PHONE: OFFICE 587-4722 — NIGHT: 517.4568
TENNESSEE LICENSE No 87
Rippy Renamed
Fair President
Jim Hippy Jr. Thursday night
was re-elected president of the
Obion County Fair Association.
The election was conducted at
a dinner meeting for officers and
directors, held in the dining room
of the Davy Crockett Hotel,
The directors also re-elected
Hugh Garrigan first vice presi-
dent, selected J. H. Moore to be
second vice president and elected
Harold Jenkins secretary-trea-
surer.
Preliminary plans for the 1971
Obion County Fair were dis-
cussed. The next regular meet-
ing of the officers and directors
will be Dec. 3.
ENGLISH SETTER BIRD DOGS
Eight Months Old
Ready to hunt this year
We own both sire and dam
Convenient to South Fulton Baptist and
Methodist Churches
Central Heat & Air, Wall to Wall Carpet,
Factory Cabinets.
WICK SMITH — Broker - Phone 472-1292
Has Loan That Can Be Assumed. Pay cash and
let your money pay you a 5' ; return plus a
place to live!
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Heal-Hair Wigs
Popular
CHICAGO — Real-hair wigs,
though expensive, are still very
popular, accounting for half ths
dollar volume of wig imports.
PADUCAH. Ky.-A most uniqui
free offer of special interest to
those who hear but do not ink
derstand words has been an
flounced by Beltone. A replies
of the smallest Beltone ever
made will be given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn in
the privacy of your own home
‘‘ithout cost or obligation of
:ins' kind. It's yours to keep.
free. It Nveighs less than a third
of an ounce, and its all at ear
levet, in one unit. No wires
lead from body to head. Here
is truly new hope for the hard
of hearing
These models are free while
the limited supply lasts, so we
suggest you -phone for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost and certainly no obli-
gation. Call 443-4594 for infor-
mation or write Be/tone, Bel-
ton:, Bldg , 702 Jeff , Paducah.
F
GET YOUR
1FREE COP
Good Houscizecpmg's
Family
Christims
Book
We've got your copy of
the Good Housekeeping
Family Christmas Book.
Come in today. Ask us how to get your free copy.
You'll love it. And so will your family. It's full of
great new Holiday ideas. Fashions, menus, deco-
rations, games. Do-it-yourself everythings to make
1970 a Happy Holiday for everyone in your home.)
Come on in and get your free copy.
ETiBTii  
FULTON BAN
master charge
SEMI DRIVERS NEEDED
Experience helpful but not
necessary, for local and over
thri road hauling. You can earn
$18,000 to $15,000 per year after
short training. For application,
call 615-242-3439, or write Safe-
ty Dept., United Systems, Inc..
Terminal Bldg., 404 Arlington
Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee,
37210.
'RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
St. Fulton, Ky
-
FOR SALE: Washed deep
mined 7 x 4 egg coal. also oil
treated No. 6 stoker coal, de-
livered anywhere in Kentucky.
Lester Engineering Company,
formerly Stamper Coal Com-
pany, own-.DRA I LS It)Cy, ra5°i11roWadest
195-14 whitewall
replaces 7.50/7.75-14
City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
S. Fulton - Pb. 479-2741
in the long run radials outlast several conven-
tional tires...and you get a bonus of safer,
easier driving, lower gas consumption and more
carefree dependability.
Tubeless 4/10-inch whitewalls. 2 rayon cord plies 2 steel belts.
SIZE REPLACES THESE SIZES PRICE
PLUS
F.E.T.
195-14 7,50-14, 7,75-14 S43.97 S2.51
705-14 8.00-14, 8.25-14 48.11 2.68
215-14 8.50-14, 8.55-14, 8,85-14, 9.00-14 52.94 3.01
195-15 6.50-15, 6.70-15, 7.35-15, 7.75-15 43.97 2.66
205-15 7.10-15, 8.15-15, 8.25-15 47.96 2.97
215-15 7.60-15, 8.45-15, 8.55-15 53.03 3.11
Guaranteed against tread wear-out
for 40,000 miles. If tread wears
out within this period we will, at
our option repair it, or in exchange
tor tire, replace it or give you a
refund, in either case charging
only for the mileage received
Charge will he pro rata share of
current catalog price
Guaranteed against all failures for
the tile ot the original tread. If
tire lads, we will, at our option,
repair it or in exchange for your
tire, replace it. or give you a re
fund, charging a pro rata share of
current catalog price (inc. Mir
Ex. Tax).
Sears has a credit plan to suit your needs.
!Sears SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
303 Broadway South Fulton, Tenn.
NEW FOR CHRISTMAS
We are offering for the first
time in this area, plastic floral
arrangements and center
pieces. Handcrafted by us in
all the colors of the rainbow.
Although we will not have
enough for everyone, the early
shopper will he able to give the
gift that will be a beautiful
conversation piece for years to
come. Use our law-away.
ALLEN'S POTTERY
Martin Hi-way
So. Fulton, Tenn.
MOBILE HOME SALES
—Better Homes
—Better Prices
—Better Service
regn
Open 7 Days A Week
— Bank Rate Financing
Makti hirr Warr
MOBILE HOME SALES
2087 East Reelfoot Avenue
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Phone 8854851
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a totally acIV-anced Chromacolor TV system
The EXETER
B4736M
Early American styled
full base console,
Genuine Maple
veneers and select
hardwood solids,
exclusive of
decorative trim and
overlays, with the look
of fine distressing.
The ALHAMBRA
B4738DE
Spanish
-inspired
Mediterranean styled
full base console with
casters. Genuine dark
finished Oak veneers
and select hardwood
solids, exclusive of
decorative front and
overlays. with the look
of line distressing
HANDCRAFTED
The (MX • 84201W
Ile Vinyl ciao metal
cabinet in grained
Walnut color. r x 3- Twin-Cone Speaker
VHF/UHF spotlit. Dials. Teiescopmg Dipole
Antenna for VHF reception
FULL ZENITH QUALITY!
WORLD'S FINEST PERFORMANCE FEATURES
• ZENITH AFC AUTOMATIC FINE-TUNING CONTROL
• SUPER GOLD VIDEO GUARD TUNER
• ZENITH TITAN 80 HANDCRAFTED CHASSIS
• SUNSHINE' COLOR TV PICTURE TUBE
• GYRO-DRIVE UHF CHANNEL SELECTOR
The IMPROMPTU • Model A689W
Grained Walnut Color cabinet with matching xpe•ker unit.
special PREMIERE DAYS offer
on famo nir
CIRCLE cif SOUND
modular stereo with FM/AM stereo FM radiothat lets you sit anywhere and enjoy perfectly balanced stereo sound
featuring:
• 32 Watts of Peak Music Power -Zenith solid-
state amplifier responds instantly to bring you peak
performance for thrilling stereo sound
• Zenith's Micro-Touche 20 Tone Arm-provides
optimum tracking and stability . . . exerts a mere 2
grams of pressure-can't accidentally ruin your fine
stereo records
• Zenith High-Complienc• Speakors-- sealed
within each speaker unit --float on a cushion of
air- for the best sound reproduction
• Provisions for Taps recorders/players and Stereo
Headphones
SALE STARTS THURS., NOV. 26th
SALE ENDS MON., NOV. 30
STORE HOURS THANKSGIVING
2 PM TO 10 PM
4 cycles including
special care for
Permanent Press
fabrics
Model LWA66U0
cycles, 2 speeds provide plenty of washing versatility
• Super SURGILATORO agitator washing action • Magic-
Mix • lint filter traps and holds objectionable lint • 5 wash-
rinse water temp selections • 2 water level selections •
SUPER WASH cycle for extra scrubbing. •rret.
Whirlpool
Custom dries, gives
Permanent Press
fabrics no-iron care
Model 1VE6300
'2 automatic Cycles; AUTOMATIC REGULAR and AUTOMATIC
PERMANENT /mess • Timed drying • Custom Dry control
shuts off drying at pre-selected dryness • TUMBLE PBESS*
control restores press to clean Permanent Press fabrics •
3 esttinp tor proper drying temp • Extra-large lint screen.
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! SENSATIONAL SAVINGS.
MANY MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM. SPECIAL PRICES
ONLY WHILE THIS SHIPMENT LASTS.
Big Value
.cacco,
Whirlpool
Refrigerator
-Freezer
• 15.00 Cu. Ft.
• No
-Frost
• Adjustable
Shelves
• Twin Crispers
• 141
-lb.
Freezer
• Automatic
Ice Maker
Aailable Without $281e.
ke Maker
40•1",
Whirlpool
Automatic Washer
• 14-1b. Load • 2 Speeds
• Lint Filter • 3 Cycles
• Water Tntan Control
• Large Family Sire
• Permanent Press Settings
• Lint Screen
CUSTOM FRONT LOAD
PORTABLE DISHWASHER
New Slim-Look styling
plus self-cleaning filter
Model SVF.70 REG. '248"
Mier constantly cleans the water • 2 automatic cycles:
SUPI a N'ASII and SHORT • 2 fall-size revolving spray arms •
Dual detergent dispenser • Separate hose and power cord stor-
age • Double-wall construction retains heat, reduces sound •
Porcelain-enameled tub.
LAY-A-WAY
FOR
CHRISTMAS
LET BIG K
TRY
TO PLEASE YOU
NONE OF THESE ITEMS
SOLD TO
DEALERS
AT THESE
PRICES.
COME IN & REGISTER
FOR FREE WHIRLPOOL
DISHWASHER
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
MONDAY, NOV. 30, 1970
MANY OTHER MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM,
SEE THEM ALL TODAY.
EVERY ITEM
FULLY GUARANTEED
BACKED BY FACTORY
WARRANTIES AND SERVICE
LOCAL FREE DELIVERY
AND SERVICES
CASH OR CRLUIT
LOCAL FINA IN
MOD ETT14G
14.1 CU. FT.
NO FROST
147 LBS.
FREEZER
A PERMANENT PRESS cycle
plus cool-down before spinning
give truly no-iron care to Per-
manent Press clothes. 5 water
temperature selections Magic
Mix filter and new Super SUR-
CILATORs agitator.
White, Avocado
Top quality
WHIRLPOOL dryer
5 drying cycles dry every loadjust right, Choose from 4 preset
cycles and a special PEasAit-
NENT PRESS Timed Cycle.
4ioial 10-minute cool-down
gives no iron cars to Perma-
nent Press clothes. 3 selections
for the proper drying temper-
ature.
GAS
DRYER 
GAS
RANGES 138"
ELECTRIC
RANGES $197ND UP
OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVENUE — UNION CITY, TENN.
REGULAR HOURS: MONDAY thru SATURDAY 10 AM TO 10 PM
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MATTEL'S
BABY GO BYE-BYE
Baby Go Bye-Bye and
Her Bumpety Buggy. A
beautiful doll with ac-
tion a child loves. She
bounces all the way ..
anyway she goes! Di-
rect her travel or set
for unpredictable moves.
1188
COMM'
11.91
VELVET DOLL
by IDEAL
Standing a perky 15" 88
tall, her beautiful
blond hair can be comb-
ed and set and made
to grow . from a
neat short bob to long, Compare
flowing knee - length um
tresses!
•
THURSDAY
NOV. 26th at 2 P.M.
HEY KIDS ... Keep Your Eyes & Ears Open
SANTA WILL ARRIVE IN UNION CITY
THURSDAY BY HELICOPTER .. HE WILL
BUZZ THE TOWN AND THEN LAND IN
OUR PARKING LOT
BE HERE WHEN HE ARRIVES..
HE WILL HAVE CANDY & FAVORS FOR YOU.
imrammgavsogmomggooyougsAg4ogsmsocmgmomAgopommosommaaragloc
BABY TENDER LOVE
by MATTEL
BIG WHEEL
by MARX988
Compare at 13.99
Seat adjustment to fit all ages.
Low slung suspension tor no-
tipstability.Realenginesound.
Modified longhorn handlebar
for quick positive turns. Rear
wheel racing slicks . . and
BIG WHEEL in front for max-
iu m pedal power. Ages 3 0to 1.
that feels just like a real
baby's skin. Dressed in
Baby Tender love is made 788from a new vinyl foam vas usiosvoraiimiisimismisioraboionviiftilinvisibews mins "rtimmilasysaissurionsivis ofirissinit
g
jacket, panties and match- I
ing booties. Rooted blond CefIlIMMII f
hair. 14" tall.
111.89 I
a
stoiwocissamormaisvaiyaimswasimmilamiiiimillsswistiss 1.4-oisiamem ISMS101451441180 3,441:01108111110M1i
GRAND PRIX SPEEDWATI
l97 Exciting speedway completely oi-ims ball "engines" and extra set of 1sembled with automatic startergate, 5 streamlined racers, 4 footMinipill figure 8 track, pit stop, 3 steel4
&OPP front and rear wheels. Ages 4 to 40.
CONSTRICTION SET
44
Obelus 11.99
Contains three replicas of life. 
sizeconstruction equipment. Ce-
ment mixer rotates as truck moves,
Dump truck features smooth lever-
operated dump action. Lowlier
moves ahead and bock, scoops and
unloads.
1841111,0111.11141411 3V16 Xili.01411114161 priosios mos soisavoimasivos voilamovisiossominsiolisiogni
WE WILL BE OPEN FROM 2 TILL 10 p.m.
THANKSGIVING DAY
ORION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE. UNION CITY, TENN.
MOE REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 AM TO 10 PM
SHUTCEID PR
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Just in lime tor Christmas, a special sale
on Corning Ware. Set includes on*, one
and a half and one and three-quarter
quart sauce pans.
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CLEAVE KNIFE SET
18 Pe. WOOD SOMME 888 
I 1
1 I 
5 Po. ENAMEL 
; !
/ P
1 il
; 1
I
You get the right cutting instrument for COOKWARE SET i s !i every kitchen task, Poring knife, citrus FREE 7 PC. 0 1 it
knife, carving fork, meat cleaver, butchertr. 
1 i 
1 888 YOUR VIll knife, spreader, utility knife, sandwich 1 Enamel on heavy steel. Tw o covered sauce 1488 s I Iknife, ham slicer, roost slicer, TOOL SET',TOMEI / pans and skillet. Assorted colors. Ex-cellent gift for the homemaker. ; i
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Pops, stops, keeps corn hot, all auto- 88 0 A6
math:ally. Light signals when poppi ng s
finished. See-Thru cover becomes handy COMPARE I g
AT 17.115 
servino bowl. 4-quart. 3.95 ;
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$ MIIMASTER
g HAND MIXER
AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC
CAN OPENER
Opens any size
can, has mag-
netic lid holder.
0
1 g ;
0 1
POP CORN POPPER
;
Brews 4 to 12 cups, keeps g
Model AP32
12 CUP AVTONATIC
PERCOLATOR
coffee serving hot automati• i 1
g I 1
I ecresere see esensweeleveess lei ezeacesslesive ma stor‘ Mayflies levers esoneece les ea vseevierseis minium
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calls.
I
I Model SSA
g SPRAT STEAM or DRY88 g $ IRON
g 6 Temperature settings for all 88
ironing lobs. Spray, on any
setting.
Model HC
- • \
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MAKE BIG K YOUR DO-IT-YOURSELF HEADQUARTERS
Check our complete departments for everything you need to
do those handyman jobs around the house. 0
An excellent gift item or
room with the authentic
styles in SOLID MAPLE
finish your own
Early American
TABLES. Check
the finish, the ruddy color glow, the solid
construction and practical sixes. Step.
Lamp or Cocktail tables at one low price.
eiereprisebe ergizelekerlasseks maws mane gek *wen esiwilekeeprofiese eescrocremereemesesegreseeeiregreseee
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Black & Decker
1/4" Variable
Speed Drill With Speed Lock
Trigger squeeze selects the
speed you need; trigger lock lets
you keep it while you work. Burn-out
protected motor drills all materials
fast and true. Man-Grip handle for
comfort.
Black & Doctor Finishing Sander
Beautifully balanced for operating ease in
any position. Orbital action permits flush
sanding on 3 sides for fine finishing. Ideal
for any handyman.
Was $19:99.
YOUR
CHOICE
$1288
Black & Decker Jig Saw with
Tilting Shoe
Cuts corners or curves wherever
you draw the line — on wood,
metal, plastic. Woodcutting
blade, hex wrench, and holder
included. Makes bevel cuts 10 45'
THORSEN
II PIECE
3/8" DRIVE
SOCKET
WRENCH SET
MgAIUMMICADIgftlirAVNUAVANMAIIMIVAMMMAUMMIDAIMIMMCMIWAV
=0100% SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE. UNION CITY, TENN.
REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 AM TO 10 PM
SHOP EARLY
& SAVE
LIMITED QUANTITIES
RCA Stereo Module
System with FM-AM
and FM Stereo Radio
Low, low price
for big-screen
Portable Color
Big new screen size for
Portable Color TV.
Powerful 21,500•volt
chassis with Solid State
devices in aeveret
circuits. Famous New
Vesta* picture quality.
Th• CANDIDATE
IS' 11054, in•
mar.ivss000
Value priced stereo module $
system —4 -speaker sound —
deluxe turntable—
FM -AM -FM Stereo radio.
Personal-size
portable that's
easy to buy
Personal portable TV viewing
pleasure with RCA's traditional
high-performance quality at
a low, low price—that's
The Consort. A breeze to carry
and right at home wherever
you plug it in. Powerful
12,000-volt (design average),
RCA Minikie chassis and soli
state tuners for sharp reception.
TN. SNADHURN
New Vista. Model GP 568
20. diegonel PlEtul•
Computer Crafted
Six-Speaker
Stereo by RCA
Computer Crafted AM-FM-FM
Stereo radio tuner is designed
for sensitivity and selectivity.
Features tuned R-F stage in
both FM and AM, tuning meter,
FM Stereo indicator. Push-
button controls. 50-watt peak
power solid state amplifier.
Studiomatic changer, record-
protecting Feather Action Tone
Arm, diamond stylus. Credenza
cabinet provides wide stereo
separation—six-speakers are
angled outward.
STORE HOURS THANKSGIVING DAY
2 PM TO 10 PM
RCA Console
Color TV at a
low, low price
RCA's lowest priced color
console makes big-screen color
viewing easy to come by.
Computer-designed high
Performance color picture tube
and New Vista 25,000-volt
chassis (design average) deliver
excellent color quality, long
lasting dependability. Smart
Contemporary cabinet—big
enough to house family-size
viewing, compact enough to
solve your space problems.
—
11111 111 11,111.1114111111111ili!' 1416 IL 11111'_111 11 ill If r p H
For yourself or as a gift, here is
the perfect personal portable
TV—now at an easy-to-buy
price. Compact easy-to-carry
cabinet features a big 15"
diagonal screen. Super power
grid VHF tuner for excellent
reception. Solid State UHF tuner
operates cooler and more
dependably. Built-in antennas.
• FAMILY SIZE VIEWING
• NEW VISTA TUNER
• CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
• WOOD WALNUT CABINET
A 01 41.
I t'
LAY-A-WAY FOR CHRISTMAS
Let BIG K Try To Please You
Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed
*LOCAL FINANCING
* LOCAL SERVICE
*RCA FACTORY WARRANTIES.
OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTERREELFOOT AVE. 
UNION CITY, TEN N.REGULAR HOURS: MONDAY thru SATURDAY 10 AM TO lOPM
Ever Offered
By RCA
In A
Rack 8. White
CONSOLE
_
11 11111111111111111111i II I
MANY OTHER RCA
TV's, Stereos, Radios and
Stereo Modular Systems
to Choose.
MANY OTHERS
ON SALE
Whatever your budget.. .whatever your gift requirements—you'll find a
Magnavox that's just right! Shown are but a few of the many superb-performing
entertainment values that are ideal for any member of your family!
A. The ideal personal TV—model 5004
weighs less than 13% lbs., yet offers photo-
sharp 8" diagonal measure pictures, tele-
scoping antenna, carrying handle, plus ex-
clusive Bonded Circuitry chassis with
Keyed AGC for superior reception with last-
ing reliability. A great gift!
B. Portable Stereo Phono —model 2511
offers wonderful listening plus solid-state
reliability. It includes two extended-range
speakers, precision Automatic player that
lets records last a lifetime, plus many more
quality features. Ideal in a college dorm!
C. AC/DC Cassette Recorder—model
9030 is perfect for work or play—at home,
office or school! Als0 a great way to keep
in touch with "talking letters"! A wonderful
gift for yourself —and for that student at
school! Complete with earphone, micro-
phone, batteries, blank cassette and con-
venient accessory carrying case.
D. FM/AM Digital Clock Radio —
solid-state model 1707 includes illuminated
digital drum clock, wake-to-music and
wake-to-alarm controls, plus Slumber
Switch and convenient pillow speaker. It
offers noise-free and drift-free FM plus
powerful AM reception. Wonderful to own
. . great to give I Perfect anywhere!
E. Five-Band AC/DC Portable—solid-
state model 1231 offers exciting listening
from SW /AM /FM /VHF /PSB! With no,
drift FM /AFC, push-button band selector,
telescoping antenna, built-in AC power
supply, earphone and long-life batteries—
ifs a great gift for anyone!
Come in ...select from over 200 Magnavox gift values I
TODAY'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
TABLE MODELS!
Not just a square box, but dramatic in
design and superior in engineering! Early
American model 6284, shown on optional
fine furniture mobile pedestal base, has a
Total Automatic System that always
remembers to keep flesh tones natural,
pictures sharp—automatically! And—its
Ultra-Rectangular, Ultra-Bright 19" diag-
onal screen gives more viewing area,
clearer pictures and fabulous life-like
realism. Also in Contemporary and Medi-
teranean styles. Your choice!
21" EARLY AMERICAN
FINE-FURNITURE CONSOLE*
The new square corners of the 226 sq. in.
screen give you more viewing area . . .
its flat surface gives you clearer pictures
and less glare . . . and the new Ultra.
Bright picture tube gives you fabulous
life-like realism! And—model 6334 has a
built-in memory! Its Total Automatic
Color System will always keep flesh tones
natural, pictures sharp—automatically!
No green or purple faces, no jumping up
to adjust controls. Also in Contemporary.
'Diagona/ measure
Solid-State TV—plays anywherel Model 5261,
with 8" diagonal measure screen, has solid-state com-
ponents that replace tubes, end damaging heat and
assure lasting reliability. Its removable sun shield gives
glare-free viewing. Optional rechargeable battery pack
permits use at beach, outings—anywhere!
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...New Astro-Sonic Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonographs will enrich the lives
of your entire family with beautiful music
and their superb cabinetry will be
a lasting expression of your good taste.
Come in and discover the new world
of listening enjoyment that can be
yours with Astro-Sonic Stereo!
You'll experience spevtacular Con-
cert Hall realism—with on
tonal quality —from your
favorite recordings. exciting Si Crel)
FM. noise-free and drift-free Mon-
aural FM. powerful AM radio, or
optional Magnavox tape equip-
ment. Isn't it time you t real ed your-
self to a Magnavox? Select from
over twenty Ast ro-tionic models
— priced from only $329.50
i
‘,1 !MIMI
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Fine furniture artistry ... advanced acoustical engineering! Old-World
Spanish model 3763 and the two styles below offer: 50-Watts EIA music power,
Micromatic Player that lets your records last a lifetime, new Air-Suspension
Speaker System with two 10" Bass Woofers and two 1,000 cycle horns, plus com-
plete audio control functions. Each also has provisions for optional Magnavox
remote speakers, headphone, and tape recorders/players. •
. .
Charming Early American—model
3762. Concealed swivel casters—on all
models—permit easy moving.
Tasteful Contemporary—model
3761. As with all styles—sound is pro-
jected from both cabinet sides and front.
New COMPACT Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phono
PERFECT FOR SMALLER
ROOMS ... ONLY 36" WIDE
You would expect to pay much more for
the amazing dimensional realism and tonal
quality offered by solid-state Colonial
styled model 3322! It will bring you
wonderful listening from Stereo FM /AM
radio or your favorite recordings with
10-Watts EIA music power, four speakers
that project sound from cabinet sides and
front, plus precision Automatic Player.
Also in Contemporary and Mediterranean
styling. Available without radio— $169.50
Functional and beautiful—model 3423—
in Mediterranean styling—will bring you
wonderful listening enjoyment from excit-
ing Stereo FM, noise-free and drift-free
Monaural FM, your favorite recordings, or
optional Magnavox tape players! It has
15-Watts EIA music power, four speakers
that project sound from both front and
sides of the cabinet, plus precision Auto-
matic Player that lets your records last a.
lifetime. Also in Early American and
Modern styling. Outstanding values!
See Magnavox Portable Stereo From Only $59.90
303 Size
WHOLE OR
HALF - SLAB
fr". •""MOINSIWING
REEI FOOT
SLAB BACON
lb 49c
IVORY LIDUID
DETERGENT 22-oz. 59c
KRAFT
DOG FOOD
LB 69c
KRAFT
MIRACLE WHIP Quart 59c
STOK•ELY';
TOMATO Si
8-oz. 104CAN
FORMICA
FLOOR SHINE 22-oz.  89c
MARY LOU CUT
GREEN BEANS
1 0 r 6I lease
SUN COUNTRY
AIR FRESHENER 9oz. 59c
STOKELY S
DILL PICKLES
39'Quart
TERRI
TOWELS 39c
KOZY KITTEN
CAT FOOD
1C6AONZ.
44'011
JACK SPRAT
KOSHER STICKS 19-oz. 3 for $1.00
10KILYS
TOMATO CATSUP
BIG 26 OZ
BOTTLE 39'
MP-O-LITE
MARSHMALLOW CREAM 9-oz. 29c
STEELE S
SHOESTRING
POTATOES
211 SIZE
CAN lOc
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MAXI-SAVINGS j
rdAlliteilONSIlsrEcit
.011111111. "NSW
U.S. CHOICE CORN FED U.S. CHOICE CORN FED
.411.11.• 81111N.
'ROUNDI
i
Lb.
STEAK
89t
SIRLOIN
Lb.
STEAK
99t
1
1
i
BONE - IN
i RUMP ROAST Lb. 79c
BREAST 
  LB 59C
LEGS & THIGHS _ _,   LB. 39c
y HEEL - OF
ROAST Lb. 79c
WINGS LB. 23c 
1
LEGS 
  LW 69c AI ROUNDEXTRA - CLEAN BONELESS
i STEW MEAT Lb. 79c
BACKS ____ LB. 19c V
GIZZARDS   LB. 49c I
y SIRLOIN
i TIP -ROAST Lb. $1.29
THIGHS 
  LB. 49C
NECKS  
 
  LB. 10c I
y BAR • B. QUE
1 CHICKENS 
 
Lb. 69c
ROASTING CHICKENS _ _ LB. 33c V
rRyERs cuT . up LB 33c
i min
11
U.S.
lb.
CHOICE
BONE
$1.09
CORN FED
STEAK
lb.
U.S.
PORTER
CHOICE
STEAK
1.19
CORN
HOUSE
FED
I
-- r
I
TABBY ilh
I CAT FOOD 2 For 29c
CHEER 1
WASHING POWDER GT. .____ 79c i
STOKELY 14-oz. DAD'S
TOMATO CATSUP 3 for 69c ROOT BEER 64-0Z. 49c A
4•••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••qt
• DELSEY **WITH THIS COUPON**
•
•
•
•
•BATHROOM TISSUE
. aid additional $5.00 purchase 2 ROLLS
•
• excluding Milk & Tobacco Products
Limit I Coupon Per Family. U •
a••••••••••••••••••••••................1
g FOLGERS VAN CAMP
BEEF STEW 24-oz. 59c I'INST. COFFEE 10-oz.  $1.39
(KRAFT
MAYONNAISE Quart 69c
CHICKEN OF SEA
TUNA 6 1/2 oz. Can  39c 1
In FRISKIESDOG
IFOOD 25v lbS. 2 •6
MRS. ROBERT'S
VANILLA
WAFERS
to
' LB. PKG. I
294
.,„_i1 SWAN
I LIQUID 32 oz. C9 A
v DETERGENT v N
PREAM 11. oz. Reg 6 V- I
COFFEE
CREAMER 294i
I PRIDE OF ILLINOISTOMATO
I JUICE 46 oz. 3 for $1
A
LIBBY'S
PINK , I
SALMON 16 ". 895 i
LETTUCE
EXTRA FANCY RED
POTATOES
20 iLi9c
190 ,
GRAPEFRUIT
3 Fut 25s
EXTRA
FANCY HEADS
THIS AD GOOD FROM FRIDAY NOV. 27, THRU WEDNESDAY DEC. 2, 1970
'MINIMS N. 
'Pd'c 
SONS
r v11-51;1 411;111:11 
10-0Z. BAG
U. S. GoVF IINMFNT INF)! Tri;
lb.
WHOLE
FRYERS
26c
SHOW BOAT
PORK &BEANS 11-oz. 3 for ___ 25e
.virt"rs OR TURNER'
ICE MILK
1/2 Gallon 45(
HYDE PARK
DRINKS 16-oz.  10c
FESTIVAL OR PARK LANI
ICE CREAM
1/2 Gallon 59(
TEXSUN
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE 46-oz. __ 4k
WONDER TWIN PACK
POTATO CHIPS
49t
MAD-Fe -
SPRAY STZII1G 20-oz.  :596
JACK MACKERAL
4
16-OZ 
$1
IVORY
PERSONAL SIZE 4 Bars 2ft
HEINZ STHAINED
BABY FOOD
.10 JARS 89
MR. CLEAN
CLUNER 41sz,. 
 6111
HOT HIWALEs
15 
oz 3 Fon $1
FIRESIDE
FIG BARS 21b. pkt 
MARTHA WHITE
CAKE MIXES
1187 73 All FlavorsrR 89'
.r-;(: Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS
it We Reserve The Right To•Limit QUANTITIES
